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The adsorption, diffusion, reactions, and desorption of water, alcohols, ethers, and 
an organophosphonate were studied using calibrated thermal desorption spectroscopy 
(CTDS) on thin film W03(OOl) surfaces grown epitaxially on a single crystal a- 
A1203(li02) (sapphire) substrate. The studies were conducted on oxidized and reduced 
surfaces, which were characterized by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultra- 
violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). The desorption spectra for molecular 
desorption of all of these molecules shifted to lower temperature with increasing 
coverage, and had overlapping tails on the high temperature side. Monte Carlo 
simulations show that this typical desorption shape can be characterized by first-order or 
pseudo-first-order desorption kinetics in which rapid diffusion allows the molecules to 
find and desorb from the most strongly bound sites of a heterogeneous surface. 
For methanol, UPS revealed molecular adsorption on the oxidized surface and 
dissociative adsorption on the reduced surface, but only molecular desorption of 
methanol was detected. For ethanol and isopropanol, competition between molecular 
desorption and dehydroxylation at lower temperature controls the alkoxy coverage 
remaining and consequently, the selectivity toward alkenes. The selectivity was coverage 
dependent, but was not significantly different on the oxidized and reduced W03(001) 
surfaces. The rate limiting step in the dehydration of the alkoxy species to ethylene or 
propylene was identified as C-0  bond scission. Dimethoxymethane showed some 
decomposition to methanol on both surfaces, while only molecular desorption was found 
for dimethyl ether. Dimethyl methyl phosphonate (DMMP) decomposed on both the 
reduced and oxidized surfaces through loss of methoxy groups. Methanol and dimethyl 
ether were detected on the oxidized surface, while only dimethyl ether was observed on 
the reduced surface. Comparison of the dimethyl ether production with spectra following 
adsorption of dimethyl ether suggests that the rate limiting step is a surface catalyzed, 
intramolecular coupling reaction between methoxy groups. The C 1 s and P2p XPS 
features were consistent with a methyl phosphate-like species remaining after DMMP 
decomposition. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Semiconducting metal oxide (SMO) chemiresistive sensors 
1.1 .l. Gas sensor application and development 
Metal oxides have important applications in many fields from dielectrics to 
One specific area of interest is their potential use in sensor technology as 
highly sensitive materials for detection of flammable or toxic gases. In the 1960's, a 
Sn02 based sensor was developed and commercialized by ~ a ~ u c h i . ~ ? ~  These thick film 
devices appeared in households in Japan to monitor explosive methane gas, opening an 
important application for semiconducting metal oxides in sensor technology. Since then 
a number of research groups recognized the electrical conductivity of Zn02 changes with 
the surrounding gas c ~ m ~ o s i t i o n . ~ ~ ~  Over the past 30 years, Sn02 and Zn02 have been 
10-14 extensively studied as sensing materials . 
The early Sn02 gas sensor, even though meeting the needs at the time, was known 
to be sensitive to humidity and to have poor ~electivity.'~ After more than four decades of 
study, even though sensor designs have been improved significantly, selectivity remains a 
challenging question. In fact, most SMO sensor technology that is commercially 
available is developed for use in a specific application, such as detection of combustion 
gases, differentiating coffee from different geographic regions, and the oxygen sensor in 
vehicles. 
The alternative to chemical sensor technology is, of course, analytical 
instrumentation. Techniques such as gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GCIMS), 
optical absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy have the advantages of being able to 
analyze a wide range of chemical compounds with equally high sensitivity and much 
better selectivity. However, these instruments require trained personnel, are very 
expensive, and are generally large in size. In comparison, metal oxide based sensors 
offer the advantages of much lower cost and very small size, that would allow 
widespread use for continuous monitoring of chemical threats in the environment from 
industrial sources or terrorism.16 
For semiconducting metal oxide sensors to be successfully commercialized, 
several parameters are vital: sensitivity, response time, selectivity (sometimes called 
specificity) and reproducibility of the sensor. Although the work in this thesis focuses on 
surface reactivity, we recognize that many factors may play an important role in - 
determining a sensor response. In addition to the intrinsic electronic properties of metal 
oxides, morphological factors, such as the size of grains in the sensing film or powder, 
grain boundaries and other defect structures, the thickness of the film, and dopants can be 
important. 9,14,17 Studies have shown that the magnitude of an oxide thin film response 
can be improved by using films composed of nanosized particles or doping with 
transition metal elements. 9,18-21 For instance, it has been shown experimentally that the 
W03 based SMO sensor does not respond to NO; however, Ag or Au doped W03 films 
do respond significantly.22 In practice, the oxide sensing material may be fabricated 
using thin or thick film techniques 13,19,23-27 , having the advantages of easy fabrication and 
low cost of materials. Advances in fabrication of high quality thin film materials may 
provide opportunities to tailor the surfaces for a specific surface reaction by controlling 
its physical or electronic surface structure. 
1.1.2. Sensing mechanism 
Chemiresistive sensors are based upon one of several transduction mechanisms. 
For semiconducting metal oxides to be used as sensing materials the conductivity 
(resistance) must change upon exposure to target gases. These sensors are usually 
operated at elevated temperatures. Within the area of SMO sensors, we can distinguish 
two different mechanisms that are important, depending on the material. One is a space 
charge or band bending model; the other involves changes in the bulk conductivity and 
rapid vacancy diffusion. 
The space-charge layer model was proposed for understanding the sensing 
mechanism on Sn02 and Ti02 based sensor materials." When an adsorbate can act as an 
electron trap, most importantly 0- and 0 2 - ,  an electron depletion layer will be formed at 
the semiconducting oxide surface." When the carrier density is low, the depletion layer 
can extend deep into the bulk. This results in a decrease of the surface conductivity due 
to the reduction of the electron density in the surface layer. The depletion layer is 
characterized by upward surface band bending.'' The effect is most dramatic when the 
bulk conductivity is small compared to that of the surface. Upon exposure to a 
hydrocarbon target gas, the compound can be oxidized by surface active oxygen ion 
species (0-  or 0 2 - l 2  which then releases the trapped electrons back into the surface region 
and the surface conductivity increases. 
The presence of surface oxygen species has been identified by electron spin 
resonance (ESR) experiments on a number of solid surfaces including Ti02. 228,29 Due to 
the high activity of surface oxygen species that are stable on these materials, 
hydrocarbons usually undergo complete combustion into H20  and C02. Hence, this class 
of oxide catalysts acts as complete combustion catalysts. Conversely, an accumulation 
layer, characterized by downward surface band bending, can be formed if the molecules 
adsorbed on a surface donate electrons to the conduction band, resulting in an increase in 
the conductivity. 
On oxide surfaces, such as V2O5, Moo3, and W03, in which the highly reactive 0' 
and 0 2 -  species are not stable, and the metal oxygen bond strength is not too high, a 
different mechanism becomes important. The adsorbed hydrocarbon molecules react, on 
n-type materials, with the lattice oxygen (02-) to leave oxygen vacancies and excess 
electrons behind. The resulting electrons can be thermally excited into the conduction 
band to give rise to an increase in conductivity. The higher energy barrier involved in the 
abstraction of lattice oxygen usually results in the hydrocarbons being partially oxidized. 
For exhmple, methanol is converted selectively to formaldehyde on Moo3 and W03. 
Hence, materials such as V2O5, W03 and Moo3 are known as selective oxidation 
catalysts. 
The transduction mechanism is considerably different in these materials as well. 
Isotope labeling studies 30 established that the oxygen vacancy difision rate in W03, 
Moo3, and the related perovskite materials is very large compared to materials such as 
SnOz and Ti02. Therefore, the oxygen vacancies diffuse through the depth of the film 3' 
and the electron density of the entire film depth must change. Recent work by  en^^ 
suggests that the conductivity is controlled by either Schottky barriers at the electrode- 
oxide interface, or barriers at the grain boundaries. Unusual resistance- vo1tage"curves 
suggest that the tunneling rate is strongly modulated by the carrier concentration, which 
controls the width of the barrier. Thus, the relationship between the rate at which oxygen 
vacancies are removed from the lattice and the rate the conductivity changes probably 
depends on morphological factors such as grain size; however, the relationship may be 
approximately linear, as long as the diffusion processes are not rate limiting. 
1.1.3. The role of surface science in sensor technology 
From a device point of view, we can separate the electrical response of the sensor 
from the surface chemistry. The electrical response could, ideally, be described by a 
function that converts the rate of oxygen removal (and electron injection) at the surface 
into a time-dependent conductivity change. It would include the geometrical parameters 
of electrode spacing and film dimensions, morphological parameters such as grain size 
and orientation, solid state kinetics, such as shear plane formation and vacancy diffision, 
and fundamental solid state material properties, including electron mobility, dependence 
of the Thomas-Fermi length on substoichiometry of the oxides, and the temperature 
dependence of electron transport mechanics in the bulk and at grain boundary or Schottky 
barriers. The response function, from a linear system point of view, might be expressed 
as a complex function that describes the amplitude as well as phase lag in the response to 
an impulse or step function input. 
The surface chemistry, in our view, provides the input to the system response 
function. The rate of the chemical reactions and the stoichiometry determine the rate of 
oxidation or reduction of the surface. In principle, if the absolute rates of the reactions 
can be specified, then the ultimate sensitivity and response time can be determined and, 
ideally, optimized. However, the most important issue in sensor development is 
selectivity. The extent to which one compound can be distinguished from another on the 
same sensor is ultimately dependent on the variation in the surface kinetics behavior that 
can be used to identify the compound or class of compounds. A hndamental 
understanding of the surface processes can contribute to understanding the limitations as 
well as suggesting alternative strategies 33 to improving sensor selectivity. 
The surface kinetics include a number of steps, including adsorption (including 
physical and chemical adsorption), difhsion (including adsorbate surface diffusion and 
bulk defect diffusion), surface reaction and desorption processes. Each of these factors is 
temperature dependent and may vary with the crystal face and surface structure. The 
rate-limiting step, whether an acid-base reaction, an adsorption or diffusion process, 
determines how fast a sensor responds to a gas. The stoichiometry of the reaction and the 
redox properties determine the response magnitude, because it determines the number of 
electrons transferred between the reactant and the surface, which directly influences the 
conductivity change. Therefore, understanding of all of these processes is hndamental 
and crucial for the research in sensor technology. 
A surface reaction is also closely related to the geometric and electronic surface 
structure. The role of surface defects in surface physicochemical processes, such as the 
adsorption, desorption, nucleation of adatoms and surface reactions, is very well 
34-36 known. On the oxide surfaces, especially transition metal oxides, a large variety of 
defects can exist, which may exhibit different catalytic reactivities for surface reactions. 
Surface science research can contribute to a hndamental knowledge of these 
processes. However, although there is extensive interest in understanding oxide surface 
chemistry and catalysis, the greater complexity of oxides, compared to metals, means that 
our understanding of oxide chemistry is limited. So far, studies focusing on the effect of 
surface electronic structure on surface chemistry on oxide surfaces are limited to a few 
oxides, of which TiOz is probably the most extensively studied. 
1.2. Research on metal oxide surfaces 
Traditionally, most studies on oxides have focused on exploring their role in 
catalysis, as a catalyst support or modifier. For instance, deposition of metals on oxide 
surfaces, treated as a catalyst model system, have been used to investigate the electronic 
and chemisorption properties of these systems. 34,36-39 More recently, interest in oxide 
surfaces has expanded, with notable work driven by environmental applications. Sensor 
research, in some sense, encompasses both of these areas. 
Relative to metals and semiconductors, the progress in understanding the surface 
of metal oxides lags behind, although it is currently a very active area of research. This 
can be attributed to the additional complexities in the surface composition and electronic 
structure incurred by oxide surfaces.40941 as well as the difficulties in working with 
insulators. From the surface structure point of view, maintaining the stoichiometry at the 
surface can be difficult. Defects, such as oxygen vacancy point defects, can easily he 
introduced during surface preparation. The surface oxygen composition is related to the 
oxygen partial pressure, which is very low in a UHV environment (typically < 1 0-lo torr). 
Thermodynamically, the surface should be reduced, resulting in a substoichiometric 
oxide surface. The extent of surface reduction is determined, in practice, by reaction 
kinetics as well as the energetics for formation of the metal oxide. Transition metals 
usually have several stable oxidation states available, depending on their d electron 
configuration that allows the possibility of different oxidation states, which may result in 
surfaces exhibiting very complicated surface structures. For instance, LEED, X P S  and 
Auger spectroscopy have shown that single crystal (1 10) and (1 00) Ru02 surfaces are 
highly non-stoichoimetric due to the presence of ~ ~ 0 3 . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  A detail review of metal 
oxide structures is given by Henrich and 
Cleavage is probably the best method to prepare a surface having a bulk- 
terminated structure. However, not all metal oxides can be cleaved and even for those 
for whlch the cleaving method is applicable, the planes which can be successfully cleaved 
are limited as well. Due to the ionic nature of the bonding between oxygen and metal 
atoms, polar surfaces will relax and may reconstruct but others will facet. Task'er's 
rules44 provide some basis to determine when a polar surface is not stable. The reality, as 
shown in STM or AFM studies, is that surfaces, even those giving rise to sharp LEED 
patterns, vary widely from highly perfect 45946 to rough and defe~tive.~' An alternative 
method to cleaving is to cut a sample along a certain plane followed by mechanical 
polishing and etching. In-vacuum sputtering and annealing in oxygen at a high 
temperature are then performed to remove surface contaminants and restore the surface 
structure, respectively. The latter method has been successful on Wo3(001) 48 and other 
oxide surfaces. Nevertheless, irreversible damage occurs during sputtering. 
The electronic structure of transition metal oxides with dn (n>O) electronic 
configurations is also very complicated. The band theory model, which is very 
successful in interpreting the electronic structure of metals and semiconductors such as 
silicon and III-V compounds, may not be able to accurately describe the electron 
transport properties of dn transition metal oxides. The oxygen coordination around the d 
orbitals causes splitting, known as crystal field or ligand field splitting. It is well known 
that d orbitals contract, depending on the atomic number and ionic charge. Therefore, the 
overlap between d electron orbitals is very small so that the band width is narrow. In 
band theory, this narrow d-band is the conduction band, but it may not be very 
"conductive" due to the localized nature of these d electrons. The Hubbard has 
been proposed to interpret d electron transport. A moving charge carrier will polarize the 
ions around it due to the electrostatic interaction. The lattice distortion will respond very 
slowly and produce a drag on the carrier motion. The polarization of the lattice structure 
in the presence of a carrier is called a small or large polaron 49, with the size depending 
on the electrostatic interaction. The polarization energy can be comparable to the 
bandwidth of the d electrons for transition metal oxides; therefore, a defect state, whether 
a hole or an excess electron, may be localized. The motion of the polaron will be 
affected by the thermal energy in the oxide lattice. Although conductivity increases with 
temperature like typical semiconductors, it has a different functional behavior. As we 
shall see, the theoretical understanding of the electron transport properties also impacts 
the characterization of the surface structure, since in XPS final state relaxation effects in 
narrow d-band oxides are thought to result in unusual behavior. 4O,4 1,50-52 
1.3. W 0 3  structure and applications 
The crystal structures of W03 are based on comer sharing octahedra 
corresponding to distortion of the cubic Re03 type structure. The deviation of the unit ' 
cell from the cubic structure in the various phases 53 involves tilting of the octahedra 
which is attributed to the partly covalent nature of the bond between tungsten and . 
oxygen.54 The network formed by comer sharing octahedra makes the WO3 structure 
very open, having an interstitial site with 12-fold coordination that can accommodate 
foreign cations to form tungsten bronzes. For example, Na and H doped W03 are known 
55,56 as the sodium and hydrogen bronzes, respectively. Doping makes M,W03 
semiconductive at low cation composition, x, and metallic at higher We 
should note that there is interest in the development of W03-based materials for 
electrochromic displays  exist^.^^-^' The characteristics of the open structure may be 
responsible for the difference in oxygen exchange reactions 30 between W03 and other 
metal oxides, such as Ti02 and A1203. 
The ability of selective oxidation catalysts to lose oxygen and become 
substoichiometric is also thought to be related to the defect structures that they can form. 
The bulk or surface defects are thought to be oxygen vacancies, which can be produced 
during treatment of the surface. Crystallographic shear (CS) planes have been identified 
62-65 in the bulk of Ti02, Moo3 and W03 oxides. When the density of oxygen vacancy 
point defects in a region is high enough, an edge sharing structure forms to remove 
oxygen vacancies. The driving force for formation of CS planes may be the spatially 
delocalized d1 electron interaction. When the CS planes intersect the surface, they should 
form line defects. Such structures have not been firmly established, but they may be 
related to regions with high electron density on the reduced W03(OOl) single crystal 
surface that have been identified in STM," referred to as "raft" or "trough" structures. 
Potential use of W03 as a sensor material has been investigated in previous studies. 
Studies have shown that WO3 responds to NO2 and H2S 15,18,23-27 
1.4. Motivation and organization of this thesis 
Research and development work at the Laboratory for Surface Science and 
Technology (LASST) for a number of years has focussed on growing high quality W03 
thin films 53966-68 for use in detection of H2S 69, NO 70, and more recently detection of 
chemical warfare agents7'. Due to the deadly toxicity of the nerve agents (e.g. sarin and 
tabu), organophosphonates such as dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) are used as 
simulants in sensor development. Studies show that W03 thin film sensors respond to 
DMMP; however, they also respond to methan01.~' The structure of the chemical warfare 
agents and DMMP are shown in Figure 1.1. Because the sensor response (in all SMO 
sensors) involves combustion of the hydrocarbon side chain, the response to DMMP may 
differ from the chemical warfare agents that have ethoxy and isopropoxy groups instead 
of methoxy groups. This also suggests that the alcohols may be strong interferents and 
several projects 33,71 are currently aimed at distinguishng alcohols from 
organophosphonates. In order to improve selectivity, understanding of the surface 
chemistries of methanol, ethanol, isopropanol and DMMP is very important. 
DMMP has been extensively studied on different metal oxide surfaces. 72-80 
Inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy80 and i n f r ~ e d ~ ~ ? ~ ~  studies showed that DMMP 
decomposes on Ti02, MgO, and aluminum oxide surfaces by losing the first methoxy 
group at low temperature and the second at high temperature. An adsorbed methoxy 
group has been identified on the surface of some  oxide^.'^ An infrared study by Kim, et 
aL8' of DMMP interaction with W03 powder showed a similar decomposition 
mechanism, leaving a methyl phosphate intermediate that is stable to high temperatures. 
However, most of these studies have focussed on the decomposition intermediate and not 
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Figure 1.1. The structures of tabun, sarin, and DMMP 
As discussed in section 1.1.2, hydrocarbons can be oxidized in two different 
pathways depending on the type of metal oxide catalyst: formation of C02  and H20 in the 
presence of surface active oxygen species on catalysts such as Ti02, or selective 
oxidation products, such as conversion of methanol to formaldehyde or formic acid, 
involving lattice oxygen. As mentioned in section 1.1.2, the sensor response depends on 
the kinetics of the rate limiting step of the reaction as well as stoichiometry of the redox 
reaction. The rate limiting step in the mechanism of oxidation of methanol to 
formaldehyde on bismuth doped molybdenum oxides is thought to be a-H abstraction. 
The product distribution is similar on WO3 82 but the surface activity of W03 is not 
necessarily the same, due to the differences in the materials. The reactivity of primary, 
secondary, and tertiary alcohols has been discussed by Tanner 47 on W03(001) and Kim 
83,84 for TiOz, which suggests that differences in the rate limiting step may be important 
for distinguishing alcohols and organophosphates in sensing applications. Our goal is to 
relate the mechanism of the surface reaction to the surface geometric and electronic 
structure of the W03 films used in sensors. This motivated the research in this thesis. 
In this research work, alcohol molecules, including methanol, ethanol and 
isopropanol, and reaction products of the alcohols and DMMP, including dimethyl ether 
(DME) and dimethoxymethane (DMM), were chosen in order to study the catalytic 
properties of the W03 thin film surfaces. Alcohol molecules, widely used as probe 
molecules in catalysis and surface science, were used to probe the fundamental surface 
properties, such as chemisorption, diffusion, and reactivity toward dehydration and 
dehydrogenation. Formation of DME and DMM have been reported in previous studies 
as reaction pathways for methanol or methoxy on metal oxide surfaces. 35,85-87 The studies 
of the interactions of these molecules with W03 surfaces are then used to gain an 
understanding of the surface chemistry and decomposition of DMMP. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1. System configuration and characteristics 
All of the spectroscopic experiments were performed in a stainless steel vacuum 
chamber, which was pumped by a turbo-molecular pump and an ion pump to a base 
pressure of 5x  lo-'' mbar. The system is equipped with a differentially pumped mass 
spectrometer, sputtering gun, concentric hemispherical electron energy analyzer, dual- 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic display of the CTDS system 
The mass spectrometer (Balzers QMG 1 12 A) is mounted in a cylindrical shroud, 
which is coaxial to the ionizer and quadrupole. The shroud extends to a translatable 
conical shroud in fiont of the ionizer with a 3.63 rnrn diameter aperture at the end. A 
second turbo molecular pump (360 litersls) was used to separately pump the mass 
spectrometer housing. The shroud geometry was designed 88 so that the following 
properties were achieved: (1) a linear relationship between the pressure in the ionizer and 
the mass spectrometer signal over four orders of magnitude; (2) sensitivity to 10" 
molecules/(cm2 s) flow rates (= lo-' monolayer); and (3) a time constant of approximately 
6 ms for inert gases; and (4) a large "pumping speed immunity", i.e. weak dependence of 
the ionizer region pressure to changes in the pumping speed at the turbo pump inlet. For 
gases that have large sticking coefficients on the wall, such as alcohol molecules, a flag 
was designed to allow the mass spectrometer cone to quickly open and close so that the 
response of the system could be measured. The response of the system to methanol is 
shown in Figure 2.2. The response time, which can not be more accurately extracted due 
to the limitation of the electronics, is less than 550 ms. 
During adsorption, the surface was cooled to 140 K and positioned 1-2 mm away 
from the doser where the flux is uniform.88 After dosing, the sample was rotated toward 
the mass spectrometer cone and positioned within 1 mm before starting the desorption 
experiment. Therefore, interference due to desorption from the wall, the edge of the 
tantalum block and the manipulator can be ruled out. Experimental data were acquired 
under computer control, recording up to eight masses. 
Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were made at normal emission with a hemispherical 
analyzer (Leybold EA-10). For XPS, the Mg K a  source (Perkin-Elmer, cD 32-095) was 
operated at 15 keV and 100 W, incident at 45' with respect to the surface normal. The 
pass energy was fixed at 20 eV for detailed scans and at 100 eV for survey scans. For 
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Figure 2.2. The response of the differentially pumped mass spectrometer system 
to methanol. The chamber was filled with methanol with the mass spectrometer 
cone closed by the flag to a pressure of 9.8 x lo-' torr in the main chamber and 
9.8 x torr in the mass spectrometer region. The response was measured by 
immediately rotating the flag to open and close. 
eV) incident at 45' and measurements were made at a pass energy of 10 eV, 
corresponding to a resolution of 0.2 eV. 
Curve fitting of XPS spectra were performed in the fieeware XPSPEAK 4.0 by 
Kwok using the sum of Gaussian and Lorentzian functions as the model function. During 
fitting, the peak area ratio of W4f512 to W4f712 was constrained to 0.78, based on the 
calculated cross sections by Scofield, 89 and the spin-orbit splitting was fixed at 2.1 eV. 
2.2. Calibration of mass spectrometer 
A microchannel array doser is aligned with the mass spectrometer. The doser is 
connected through a positive-shutoff (PSO) valve to a known-volume gas cell, whose 
pressure is monitored by a spinning rotor gauge. The effusion rate of the PSO valve (1013 
molecules N2/s at 10" mbar) provides a flow rate comparable to the desorption rate in a 
typical desorption experiment. This dosing system can be used to calibrate the mass 
spectrometer, for compounds that don't stick to the doser, by monitoring the pressure in 
the gas cell vs. time.88 
For sticky gases, the calibration of the mass spectrometer required a more 
complicated procedure. The flux impinging on the entrance aperture of the mass 
spectrometer shroud, r = ~/d27cmkT, given by the kinetic theory of gases, is valid at the 
pressures utilized here. We assumed that the detector current, f E M  = f. G, is proportional 
to the flux, f E M  = cr ,  where f is the current measured with the Faraday plate and G is 
the secondary electron multiplier (SEM) gain. Thus, the calibration factor, 
rF 
c = (-) ~,/2nmkT,,-, for a given mass fiagment (at the chamber calibration temperature 
P 
Tear), includes the pumping speed through the ionizer (at the calibration temperature), the 
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Figure 2.3. Calibration for DME comparing the Faraday plate current 
of the mass spectrometer with the spinning rotor gauge pressure. A 
similar calibration procedure was required for each compound. 
ionization cross section, and the mass spectrometer's transmission efficiency. The 
detection efficiency is included in the SEM gain, measured on a day-to-day basis. Figure 
2.3 shows the calibration of the mass spectrometer for DME using the spinning rotor 
gauge. The pressure is therefore converted to the flux in calculation of the calibration 
factor c. 
2.3. W03  thin film and reagent treatments 
The W03 thin films were grown epitaxially on the single crystal a-A1203(1i02) 
substrate by RF magnetron sputtering of a pure tungsten target in a 50150 oxygenlargon 
atmosphere at a total pressure of 4x l0-~  mbar in a thin film deposition system.67 The 500 
A films were grown at l k e c  withthe substrate held at 773 K. The structure of the film 
and surface morphology have been studied 53967 using reflection high energy electron 
diffraction (RHEED), X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
The WO3/Al2O3(1i02) sample was mounted on a lcm2 square tantalum block by 
spot welding thin tantalum foil strips over the edges of the sample. The tantalum block 
was then spot welded to 0.5 mm diameter Ta wires, which were welded to Ta rods. The 
rods were electrically isolated from a liquid nitrogen cooled copper block by a sapphire 
wafer (0.7 mm thick). 
The sample could be resistively heated to 800 K and cooled to 140 K with this 
design. A K-type (Nickel-Chromium vs. Nickel-Aluminum) thermocouple was spot 
welded on the back of the tantalum block to monitor the sample temperature. 
The major contaminant on the surface, after introducing the sample to the analysis 
chamber, was carbon. XPS showed a rather strong Cls  peak before cleaning. The 
W03(OOl) surface was cleaned by ~ r +  sputtering (100 pA beam current, 500 eV) until 
the Cl  s signal was reduced below the XPS detection limit. Meanwhile, sputtering 
preferentially removed lattice oxygen, resulting in the "reduced surface". The sputtered 
surface was treated in oxygen at approximately 0.2 mbar and 300 "C for 2 hours to 
produce the "oxidized surface". Oxygen (99.997%) and argon (99.9996%), both fiom 
Airco Specialty Gases, were used for oxidizing and sputtering the surface, respectively. 
Methanol (EM Science, > 99.8%) was purified using fieeze-pump-thaw cycles. 
The mass spectrum of the hrther purified methanol sample showed that the rise in the 
intensity at mass 18 due to water was less than 12% of the intensity at mass 3 1 of the 
most intense methanol fragment and that significant peaks due to other compounds were 
not observed. Ethanol (>99.5%) and isopropanol(99.5%) (Aldrich) were further treated 
by freeze-pump-thaw cycles and their purity was checked using the mass spectrometer 
before dosing onto the WO(001) thin film surfaces. Mass spectra for ethanol and 
isopropanol showed negligible water in both samples. Dimethyl ether (DME) (99.3%) 
fiom Specialty Gas Supply Inc. was used during experiments without further treatment. 
Dimethoxyrnethane (DMM) (Aldrich 99%) was hrther purified by fieeze-pump-thaw 
cycles before dosing onto the W03(OOl) thin film surfaces. The purity of DMM was 
checked with the mass spectrometer, which showed some intensity at masses 28,29 and 
30, assigned to formaldehyde contaminants that could not be entirely eliminated. 
SURFACE HETEROGENEITY AND DIFFUSION IN THE DESORPTION OF 
METHANOL FROM W03 (001) SURFACES 
3.1. Introduction 
Desorption from surfaces is a well-known and fundamental phenomenon in 
catalysis, widely used to study the energetics and kinetics of adsorption, desorption, and 
surface chemistry.90 Although desorption spectra on metals typically focus on the 
decomposition reactions and desorption kinetics, the desorption process can be controlled 
by additional factors. These include surface diffusion, the surface heterogeneity, and the 
interaction between adsorbates, depending on the chemical properties of the adsorbates 
and the surface structures of the adsorbent. 
The adsorption and desorption of methanol on different metal oxide surfaces have 
been extensively studied, 35,91-96 as the simplest alcohol, as a probe molecule for surface 
acidity, and as an important reagent for production of formaldehyde. Desorption of 
methanol is usually characterized by a large temperature span and a long tail on the high 
temperature side. 35,94,95 Surface diffusion, interactions between adsorbed methanol 
molecules, and the surface adsorption site heterogeneity may all play a role in producing 
this desorption profile. The surface heterogeneity results fiom metal oxides' sensitivity 
to the surface treatment and subsequent defect formation, such as oxygen vacancies and 
stepped structures. 
Similar desorption features &e widely observed for water adsorption on metal 
oxide surfaces. 97-103 However, there are only a few detailed studies of the role of the 
microscopic factors involved in the desorption process. 101-103 Most previous theoretical 
simulations of desorption were limited to simple diatomic molecules on homogeneous 
metal surfaces assuming fast surface diffusion. 104,105 
In this chapter, we study the adsorption and desorption of methanol on the 
sapphire single crystal supported W03(OOl) surfaces, using calibrated thermal desorption 
spectroscopy (CTDS) combined with Monte Carlo simulations to explore the role of 
the surface heterogeneity, the interaction between the adsorbates, and the surface 
diffusion of adsorbates during desorption. 
Pure W03 is a good insulator; however, it has been thoroughly studied as a 
semiconducting material, 106-109 since defects, particularly oxygen vacancies and 
crystallographic shear planes, can easily create variable tungsten oxidation states. In our 
laboratory, W03-based sensors have been studied for potential use in nerve agent (sarin 
and taban) detection,717110 using dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) and other 
organophosphonates as simulants of these warfare agents.'' The decomposition and loss 
of methoxy groups on W03 is similar to the surface chemistry of DMMP on other metal 
oxide surfaces. 74,76,78-80 However, knowledge of the decomposition products of the 
methoxy groups and details of the reaction mechanism on most surfaces is limited. In 
order to interpret the decomposition and reaction mechanism of DMMP on the W03 
surface,"' it was necessary to study the surface chemistry of methanol on W03. This 
also motivates the present study. 
The experiments were performed on two different kinds of surfaces: the gently 
sputtered surface and the surface oxidized in oxygen after sputtering. X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) was used to characterize the surface by monitoring the W4f and the 
valence band regions. Ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) was used to 
monitor the adsorption state of methanol on the W03(OOl) surface. Calibrated thermal 
desorption spectroscopy (CTDS) was used to monitor the reaction products and quantify 
the absolute coverage during the desorption processes. This study shows that surface 
heterogeneity and diffusion play important roles in desorption of methanol. As far as the 
surface reaction was concerned, no other reaction products, for instance dimethyl ether, 
were detected. 
3.2. Theoretical methods 
We now describe the Monte Carlo model developed for the simulation. The 
catalytic surface was represented by a square LxL lattice of adsorption sites with periodic 
boundary conditions. The desorption rate for a molecule in the type i local adsorption 
configuration is given by 
rate = v , exp( - (1) 
where v ,,i is the pre-exponential factor and Ed, i is the activation energy of desorption, 
which is defined by 
Ed. i = Ed, iO + Nnn,i Enn . (2) 
Here, Ed, i0 is the activation energy for desorption of an isolated molecule fiom site i, Nnn,i 
is the number of nearest neighbor adsorbates of the ith molecule, and En,, is the interaction 
energy between nearest neighbors. Only the nearest neighbor interaction was considered 
in these simulations. The sign convention made for Enn is that Enn is positive for 
attractive interactions and negative for repulsive interactions. In the simulation, the pre- 
exponential factor, vd i was assumed to be identical for all of the adsorbates with different 
local configurations. . For a homogeneous surface model, all Ed, are identical, whereas 
for a heterogeneous surface model, the Ed, i0 values were randomly chosen from a 
distribution. For example, for a normal distribution, the mean & and standard deviation 
AE parameterized the distribution. 
Diffusion and desorption were treated as two competitive surface processes. We 
controlled the relative diffusion and desorption rates by introducing a parameter r = 
R/(R+l), where R is the ratio of diffusion attempts to desorption attempts and O<r<l. 
This definition of r means that the probability of diffusion is higher for large r. R is in 
principle determined by the difference of the activation energy between diffusion and 
desorption processes. 
The Monte Carlo algorithm is formulated as follows: 
(1) Randomly populate the LxL lattice sites with No adsorbates at the initial surface 
coverage of 80 (00 = N ~ L ~ )  and initial temperature To. 
(2) Randomly choose a molecule on the lattice. Select a random number between 0 and 1 
and attempt diffusion if it is less than r, or attempt desorption otherwise. For the 
diffusion test, step (3) will be performed, while for the desorption test, step (4) will be 
conducted. 
(3) For the diffusion test of a chosen molecule, randomly choose a nearest neighbor site. 
If it is occupied, return to step (2). If it is empty, the molecule jumps into the new site if 
a random number between 0 and 1 is less than exp(-MAT), where an energy difference, 
AE <O, corresponds to a favorable jump between the chosen nearest neighbor site and the 
initial site. Then return to step (2). 
(4) For the desorption test, the desorption probability was calculated by 
where the time step At was decreased until the shape of the spectrum converged. A linear 
program was used for the temperature, T=To + PAt, where P is the ramp rate. Desorption 
occurs if a random number between 0 and 1 is less thanpd,i. The desorption tests were 
counted by a parameter, mt,.ial, which was set equal to the number of adsorbates on the 
lattice at the beginning of each temperature step, and mrrjal was decreased by 1 for each 
desorption attempt (whether a desorption event occurs or not). Once mrrial desorption 
attempts were tested, the temperature was increased by AT = PAt. Since the difision test 
does not affect the rate that the surface temperature increases, the ratio R controls the 
extent to which surface equilibrium can be established. The desorption rate was 
calculated by R=AN,/At, where AN, is the number of molecules that desorb. The 
simulation was conducted in MathCad version 2000. Initial simulations utilized lattices 
with 100x 100 sites, but larger, 200x200 lattice sizes were then used for production runs. 
The time step was varied between 0.1 and 0.5 s to test convergence of the algorithm. For 
At 2 0.5 s, significant peak shifts were observed; therefore, a time step of At = 0.2 s was 
utilized for the spectra shown. Comparisons were also made to direct numerical solution 
of the corresponding Polanyi-Wigner equation for appropriate cases (i.e. in the rapid 
diffusion limit). 
3.3. Results 
3.3.1. Experimental results 
3.3.1.1 Characterization of the W 0 3  films after initial growth 
Previous studies in our laboratory show that the structure, the stoichiometry, and 
the electrical properties of W03 films grown on r-cut sapphire substrates are very 
sensitive to the growth conditions. Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) 
in transmission and glancing incidence X-ray diffraction (XRD) show that the W03 films 
made at the conditions described above are grown in the highly oriented monoclinic 
phase with the (001) planes (of the nearly cubic structure) parallel to the sapphire 
substrate surface. 53,66,67 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the cleaved edge 
of the film show that the film, as deposited, is very dense, while TEM measurements 
indicate that pores, if present, are less than 1 nm in However, heavily stepped 
structures and domains were observed in scanning tunneling microscope (STM) images.67 
Annealing in oxygen at high temperatures can smooth the surface significantly.67 Before 
CTDS experiments, the surface was heated at 4 Ws to 800 K in vacuum several times 
until no desorption was observed. 
3.3.1.2. XPS characterization of the W03(OOl) surfaces 
Two types of surface were produced for this study: the sputtered surface and the 
oxidized surface, which was produced by treatment of the sputtered surface in oxygen at 
high temperature. XPS was employed to characterize these surfaces by analyzing the 
W4f and valence band regions. 
Figure 3.1. W03 structure, the ideal (100)/(001) plane structure and crystallographic 
shear (CS) boundaries. A) Structure of monoclinic W03 shown as comer sharing 
octahedra. Small tilting and distortions of the octahedra result in the W4012 unit cell 
shown. B) A model of the ~(2x2)  non-polar structure WO3(O01) surface (periodicity 
referenced to the idealized, cubic Re03 structure). C) Illustration of the approximately 3.7 
A W-0-W distances in the W03(001) face, and the shorter (-2.6 A) W-W distances at CS 
boundaries (indicated by heavy line). 
Two types of oxygen exist on the bulk terminated (001) surface, terminal oxygen 
and bridging oxygen. Figure 3.1A shows the structure of monoclinic W03. Because the 
deviations from the cubic Re03 structure are very small (P = 90.9'; a = 0.730 nm, b = 
0.754 nm, c = 0.769 nm), 112,113 the (OOl), (010) and (100) orientations are present in the 
epitaxial film; however, the (001) face is prevalent. 67 AS in previous single crystal 
studies, 47s50 we refer all surface structures to the idealized cubic structure and make no 
distinction between the (loo), (010) and (001) surfaces. In the non-polar ~(2x2)  surface, 
shown in Figure 3.1B, half of the terminal oxygens are removed, to produce a stable, 
charge neutral surface. 109,114 Sputtering may preferentially remove oxygen, either in the 
terminal or bridging positions, to result in a reduced, disordered surface. Formally, the 
five-coordinate tungsten cations, with missing tenninal oxygens, are in the 5+ oxidation 
state. However, annealing the surface would also be expected to produce'shear plane 
structures, which also result in reduced formal cation oxidation states. At shear plane 
boundaries (see Figure 3.1 C), in which an octahedron has two comer sharing and two 
edge sharing octahedra neighbors, the cations would also be in a 5+ formal oxidation 
state. Removal of the terminal oxygen from the cation at the shear plane would formally 
produce a 4+ oxidation state. 
Figure 3.2A shows a W4f XPS spectrum for the epitaxially grown film following 
introduction to the analysis chamber. Only the W6+ spin orbit doublet contributes to the 
spectrum. The W4f XPS spectra for the ion sputtered or thermally treated surfaces 
(Figure 3.2 B, C, D) are complicated by the emergence of new bands in the lower binding 
energy region, whose intensity depends upon the extent of surface treatments. At present, 
two mechanisms have been proposed to interpret the W4f spectrum. 
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Figure 3.2 W4f XPS spectra for W03(OOl) surfaces treated under different conditions 
and their fitts by the final state model. A) The W4f XPS spectrum of a hlly oxidized 
W03 film (solid line) after growth and introduction to the analysis chamber. B) The 
spectrum for a W03 film after sputtering and oxidation in 0.24 mbar 0 2  at 300 OC for 2 
5+ 1 hours fit with W6+ and W d final state spin-orbit split doublets (dashed curves). C) The 
spectrum of an ~ r +  sputtered (500 eV, 100 pA beam current, 110 secs) W03 surface fit 
5+ 1 5+ 2 with W6+, W d , and W d final state spin-orbit split doublets (dashed curves). D) The 
5+ 2 spectrum of a heavily sputtered surface fit with W6+, wSC dl, and W d final state spin- 
orbit split doublets (dashed curves). The peak parameters for fits to the final and initial 
state models are given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. 
Table 3.1. Parameters obtained fiom fitting the final state model. 
Surface Oxidation Binding energy FWHM Surface 
studied state (W4f712) (eV) (ev) composition 
(%) 
As-grown W6' 35.7 1.46 
Oxidized w 5+ 33.9 1.61 19 
afier w6' 35.8 1 S O  8 1 
Sputtering 
Reduced w5' d2 3 1.8 1.15 
w5+ dl 33.7 2.46 44 
w6+ 35.7 2.36 56 
Heavily w " d2 3 1.6 1.21 
reduced w5+ dl 33.4 2.76 5 5 
w6+ 35.7 2.33 45 
Table 3.2. Parameters obtained from fitting the initial state model. 
Surface Oxidation Binding energy FWHM Surface 
studied state (w4f712) (ev) (ev) composition 
(??) 
As-grown w6' 35.7 1.46 
Oxidized w"+ 33.8 1 .52 18 
after w 5+ 35.5 1.52 20 
sputtering w6' 35.8 1.46 62 
Reduced wO 31.7 1.02 10 
w4+ 33.7 2.34 34 
w 5+ 35.5 2.10 11 
w6' 35.8 2.40 45 
Heavily wO 3 1.6 1.12 29 
reduced w"+ 33.7 2.59 29 
w5+ 35.6 2.25 17 
w6+ 35.8 2.44 2 5 
The first mechanism, which originates from many body effects, supposes that, 
when the electrostatic interaction between the core hole, after photoionization, and an 
electron in the conduction band,"' is strong enough to exceed the width of the 
conduction band, the conduction band state can be pulled down into the gap to form a 
localized state, trapping the conduction electron. Two final states can be evolved, 
depending on the occupancy of the localized state; if the trap is occupied, final state 
screening results in a lower apparent binding energy (i.e. the "screened" final state) 
compared to the "unscreened" final state in the case when the trap is empty. For this 
mechanism, two final states are possible from the same initial oxidation state, and the 
relative intensity and shift are dependent upon the electron density near the Fermi 
level.116 
The second mechanism assigns the features to different initial states. Lower 
oxidation state tungsten species are assigned to w'+ and w4', following mild ion 
sputtering or thermal treatment, and additionally, metallic from extensive sputtering. 
107,117-120 Hence, in this mechanism the W4f spectrum is fit with up to four different spin- 
orbit doublets representing different initial states (formally w6+, w'+, v, and p). 
The final state screening mechanism has been favored for interpretation of core 
level XPS spectra for sputtered and annealed W03(OOl) single crystal surfaces which 
were also characterized by LEED and STM." Dixon, et al. found that significant 
differences above the valence band (i.e. in the gap of stoichiometric W03), as measured 
with UPS, could be correlated with formation of "troughs" running across the ~(2x2)  
terraces and regions of high tunneling probability ("bright rafts") on more reduced 
s~rfaces. '~ 
Figures 3.2 B, C and D show W4f XPS spectra for the oxidized, reduced, and 
heavily sputtered surfaces, respectively. We note first that the spectra can be fit in a 
manner consistent with both the final state screening mechanism and the initial state 
model. The spectrum of the oxidized surface, shown in Figure 3.2B, was fit with two 
spin-orbit doublets, assigned to the do final state of w6+ (W4f7/2 BE=35.8 eV) and the 
unscreened dl final state of w5+ (W4f7/2 BE = 33.9 eV). The spectra in Figure 3.2C and 
2D were fit with three spin-orbit doublets, assigned to the do final state of w6' (W4f7/2 
BE=35.7 eV), theunscreened dl final state of wSf (W4f7/2 BE = 33.7 eV) and the 
screened d2 final state of w5+ (W4f7/2 BE = 3 1.8 eV). The results of the final state model 
are given in Table 3.1. Small contributions from the W 5p level were neglected.'I6 
The W4f XPS spectrum shown in Figure 3.2B can be fit equally well with three 
doublets (cf. two in the final state model) assigned to w6+, w5+ and @ based on the 
initial state mechanism. Likewise, the spectra in Figure 3.2C and 2D can be fit with four 
doublets (cf. three in the final state model) assigned to w6+, w", @ and metallic @. 
These fits are not shown, but the results are given in Table 3.2. 
Valence band spectra, measured with He I1 radiation, compare very well in shape 
and relative intensity to data shown by Dixon, et ~ 1 . ~ '  The UPS valence band spectrum 
corresponding to our Figure 3.2B is essentially identical to the spectrum in Figure 9a of 
Ref 49 for the ~(2x2)  surface with troughs (the STM image in Figure 2a of Ref 49), while 
that corresponding to our Figure 3.2C is very similar to the UPS spectrum in Figure 12 a 
of Ref 49 for their sputtered and annealed surface (and the STM image shown in Figure 
2b of Ref 49). The similarity of our XPS and UPS data to that of Dixon, et al., and 
estimates of the substoichiometry, x, in W03-,, based upon considerations given by 
Chazalviel, et al. lead us to favor the final state model, for reasons discussed firther 
below. Regardless of interpretation, the spectra of Figure 3.2B and 3.2C and 
corresponding UPS valence band regions uniquely characterize the surfaces that were 
used for the methanol adsorption and desorption experiments. 
3.3.1.3. Adsorption state of methanol on W03(OOl) surfaces 
UPS is a convenient technique to study the adsorption state of methanol. Five 
bands can be identified for the molecular adsorption of methanol in UPS using a He I1 
source, which are assigned to the 2a", 7a1, 6a1, la", and 5a' molecular orbitals within the 
C, point If a methoxy group, with higher, C3, symmetry, is formed via 
dissociation of methanol, then the 2a"and 7a1, and the la" and 5a' orbital pairs become 
degenerate, which are assigned to the 2e and l e  orbitals, respectively, and 6a' is 
designated as the totally symmetric 5al orbital. 1221123 Therefore, only three bands are 
observed for the methoxy group. 93,124 
UPS difference spectra of methanol adsorption on the W03(OOl) surfaces are 
shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3A shows the spectra for methanol adsorption on the 
sputtered W03(OOl) surface as a hnction of coverage and temperature. For multilayer 
adsorption, at a coverage of 1.5 ML and 140 K, five peaks are detected at 5.8 eV (2aU), 
7.5 eV (7a1), 10.2 eV (6a1), 1 1.9 eV (la"), and 17.4 eV (5a') associated with the 
molecular orbitals of methanol. This observation is consistent with the results for 
methanol adsorption on the aluminum oxide surface?3 on Cu(l1 o ) , ' ~ ~  and on the 
aluminum surface,126 suggesting molecularly adsorbed methanol. However, the five 
bands evolve into three bands at 5.8 eV (2e), 10.2 eV (5al), and 17.4 eV (le) assigned to 
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Figure 3.3 UPS difference spectra for methanol adsorption on W03(OOl) surfaces. A) 
UPS difference spectra following'adsorption of methanol on the reduced W03(OOl) 
surface at temperatures and absolute coverage of: a) 140 K; 1.5 ML; b) 186 K; 0.60 ML; 
c) 205 K; 0.55 ML; d) 250 K; 0.27 ML; e) 3 10 K; and f) 500 K; and B) UPS difference 
spectra following adsorption of methanol on the oxidized W03(OOl) surface after 
sputtering at temperatures and coverage of : a) 140 K; 1.1 ML; b) 160 K; 0.83 ML; c) 
187 K; 0.50 ML; d) 195 K; 0.42 ML; e) 205 K; 0.40 ML; f) 220 K; 0.26 ML; g) 250 K; 
0.12 ML; and h) 3 10 K; 0.03 ML. The UPS and corresponding coverage measurements 
were conducted separately. 
methoxy, for sub-monolayer adsorption at surface temperatures above 186 K. The 
decrease in the intensity of the la" peak at 186 K, and further reduction in intensity by 
250 K, suggests that a majority of the methanol dissociates into methoxy on the reduced 
surface (Figure 3.3 A, spectra b-e). All of the bands disappeared by 500 K. 
UPS spectra for methanol adsorption on the oxidized W03 surface are shown in 
Figure 3.3B. Four bands can be identified at 5.5 eV, 10.2 eV, 11.8 eV, and 17.1 eV for 
the multilayer adsorption at 140 K. Compared with the UPS spectra for adsorption on the 
sputtered surface, the intensity of the peak at 5.5 eV is greatly suppressed, and the band at 
7.5 eV due to the lone pair electrons on the methanol oxygen atom, observed for the 
reduced surface, cannot be resolved. Tlus phenomenon was also observed for adsorption 
of methanol on the zinc terminated ZnO(0001) surface in a study by Hirschwald and 
~ofmann, '~ '  who suggest that the lone pair electrons on the oxygen atom are strongly 
perturbed in the adsorption state, due to interaction of the methanol oxygen atom with 
cation sites. With increasing surface temperature, the UPS spectrum does not change in 
character. Thus, the UPS spectra for the oxidized surface suggest that methanol adsorbs 
molecularly both in the multilayer and sub-monolayer adsorption regimes. 
3.3.1.4. Thermal desorption of methanol on W03(OOl) surfaces 
Figure 3.4 shows coverage dependent desorption spectra of methanol on the 
W03(001) surfaces. In all of the experiments, the fragmentation pattern agreed with 
methanol. Although a range of mass fragments were monitored, including 28,29, and 30 
(formaldehyde), 29,45, and 46 (dimethyl ether), 28 (CO) and 44 (C02), no other 
products were observed. With the sputtered surface, the peak desorption temperature is 
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Figure 3.4. Thermal desorption spectra of methanol (3 1 amu signal) on 
A) reduced W03(OOl) surface; and B) oxidized W03(OOl) surface. 
Dosing of methanol was performed at 140 K through a microarray doser, 
and the temperature ramp rate was 4 Wsec. 
at 390 K for a coverage of 0.054 ML, where 1 monolayer (ML) is defined to be 10" 
molecules/cm2, and decreases with increasing surface coverage, as shown in Figure 3.4A. 
For the oxidized surface, the desorption temperature is at 360 K for a coverage of 0.016 
ML and decreases with increasing surface coverage, as shown in Figure 3.4B. The 
desorption features of methanol on sputtered and oxidized W 0 3  surfaces show similar 
behavior in that, with increasing coverage, the peak temperature decreases but the high 
temperature side of all of the spectra overlap. Similar spectra have been observed for 
both single crystal and polycrystalline oxide surfaces for water 101-103 and 
This common behavior could be attributed to the desorption process, or possibly 
limitations of the conductance of thermal desorption spectrometers used by a number of 
groups in studying H20 and alcohol desorption, since these compounds adsorb on the 
UHV system walls. 
Although the mass spectrometer is housed in a separately differentially pumped 
section of the UHV system and the pumping time constant for inert gases is designed to 
be 6 ms,88 the pumping speed for sticky gases is not easy to predict. Therefore, we 
constructed a viton shutter that could be rotated rapidly into position to close the aperture 
of the mass spectrometer shroud. Methanol was admitted to the UHV chamber, creating 
a pressure difference of an order of magnitude between the sample and mass 
spectrometer housing regions. The shutter was opened and closed, and the mass 
spectrometer current responded too quickly to measure with the present electronics, 
placing an upper limit for the methanol pumping time constant at 550 ms. Compared to 
the 10 to 25 s width of the desorption curves, the shape is not significantly broadened by 
the mass spectrometer electronics or differentially pumped housing conductance. 
3.3.2. Theoretical results 
Monte Carlo simulations on homogeneous surfaces have been studied by other 
groups. 104,105 Because the barrier to diffusion for simple adsorbates is typically 10% of 
the desorption barrier, most simulations have included a diffusion step to equilibrate the 
surface between desorption steps. However, experimental evidence for desorption of 
H20 from A1203(0001) '03 suggests that difision can be much slower than desorption on 
at least some oxide surfaces. Therefore, we investigated the affect of the relative rates of 
difision vs. desorption on the coverage-dependent shape of the desorption curves. We 
focussed on desorption from the oxidized surface since UPS shows that the methanol is 
molecularly adsorbed at all coverages and temperatures. Therefore, a first order, 
molecular desorption process is justified. 
The decrease in desorption temperature with increasing coverage, also observed 
for H20 on the Ti02(1 10) surface,lO' has been interpreted as due to repulsive interactions. 
However, to achieve a sufficiently large temperature shift at desorption temperatures of 
200-400 K, the repulsive interaction causes a splitting at high coverage. The simulation 
for rapid difision and repulsive interactions in the homogeneous surface model, 
illustrated in Figure 3SA, is similar to previous studies lo4 but is not consistent with the 
experimental behavior. When difision is negligible, the desorption curves show a 
markedly different character, as shown in Figure 3.5B. For lower coverage, the peaks tail 
to lower temperature, but at higher coverage, the additional repulsive interaction between 
neighbors leads to a second peak. Thus, evaluation of the repulsive interaction model on 
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Figure 3.5. Monte Carlo simulations of molecular desorption on a homogeneous 
surface at various coverages, as indicated in the panels. A binding energy of 70 
kJImol, ramp rate of 4 Wsec, and a preexponential factor v = 1013 sec-' were 
assumed with A) rapid surface difision and a repulsive interaction of 4 kJImol 
between adsorbates; B) negligible surface diffusion and a repulsive interaction of 4 
kJImol between adsorbates; C) rapid surface diffusion and an attractive interaction 
of 4 kJImol between adsorbates; and D) negligible surface diffusion and an 
attractive interaction of 4 kJImol between adsorbates. 
a homogeneous surface cannot explain our methanol results and similar data, 35,94,95,101-103 
with either rapid or negligible diffusion. 
Because we expect hydrogen bonding interactions between methanol molecules 
(or water) to be attractive, and the case of negligible diffusion has not been previously 
reported, we compare in Figures 3.5C and D the cases of rapid and negligible diffusion, 
respectively. As expected, the desorption peaks shift to higher temperature with 
increasing coverage, which is qualitatively different from the methanol desorption 
behavior. Note that when difision is rapid compared to desorption (Figure 3.5C), the 
behavior can also be described by half order desorption, but for the slow difision case, 
the curves are qualitatively different. 
Nelson, et al. Io3 analyzed their data for H20/A1203(0001) using a distribution of 
adsorption sites for the case in which the sample was exposed to saturation coverage and 
then annealed to remove the weaker bound species. We have simulated a distribution of 
adsorption sites and varied the ratio of the diffusion vs. desorption rates. The results 
show that even relatively low rates of diffusion are sufficient to keep the surface near 
equilibrium. 
Figure 3.6 shows the results of Monte Carlo simulations of first order desorption 
on a heterogeneous surface. The surface site binding energies were described by a 
normal distribution with an average energy of 70 Wlmol and a standard deviation of 6 
Wlmol. A temperature ramp rate of 4 Klsec and a desorption pre-exponential factor, v = 
1013 sec-' were used. Figure 3.6A shows the simulation results for increasing surface 
coverage with both the interactions between adsorbates and surface diffusion negligible. 
As can be seen, the desorption temperatures do not change with surface coverage and 
random population leads to a similar shape for all coverages. By contrast, Figure 3.6B 
shows a simulation in which the adsorbate interaction is neglected, but difision is 
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Figure 3.6 Monte Carlo simulations of the first order desorption on a heterogeneous 
surface. A normal distribution of the surface sites with the mean of 70 kJ/mol and 
standard deviation of 6 kJ/mol, with the ramp rate equal to 4 Wsec, and a 
preexponential factor v = 1 013 sec-I were assumed for the indicated coverages with A) 
negligible surface diffusion and no interactions between adsorbates; B) negligible 
interactions between adsorbates but with rapid surface diffusion; C) rapid surface 
difision and repulsive interactions of 3 kJ/mol between adsorbates. 
sufficiently fast that an equilibrium adsorption state can be established before every 
desorption event. The simulations with rapid diffusion produce desorption spectra with 
overlapping high temperature tails, which are qualitatively similar to the experimental 
observations shown in Figure 3.4. A simulation similar to that in Figure 3.6B, but with a 
repulsive interaction of 3 kJImol is shown in Figure 3.6C. The repulsive interaction 
causes the desorption temperature to shift to lower temperature, compared with the 
results in Figure 3.6B, but results in a flat topped or split peak at higher coverage. If 
attractive interactions, e.g. hydrogen bonding between adsorbed methanol molecules, are 
introduced on the heterogeneous surface, the desorption temperature increases with the 
coverage as expected (spectra are not shown here). Therefore, a model with an attractive 
interaction is not compatible with desorption of methanol on these W03 surfaces. 
While the simulations of desorption with a normal distribution of surface site 
energies shown in Figure 3.6B produce similar desorption spectra to the experimental 
results shown in Figure 3.4 in terms of the coverage dependence of desorption 
temperature and overlapped trailing edge, the extent of coverage dependence of the 
desorption temperature is far fiom the experiment observations. A surface site energy 
distribution, with which the theoretical desorption spectra under the same condition as 
shown in Figure 3.6B is close to the experimental results on the oxidized surface, is 
shown in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.8 presents the corresponding simulations of desorption 
spectra and the experimental desorption spectra on the oxidized surface for comparison. 
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Figure 3.7. The distribution of surface site energies that gives rise to 
theoretical desorption spectra similar to experimental observations under the 
conditions of negligible intermolecular interactions and rapid difhsion. The 
distribution was first based on variation of desorption energies, obtained fiom 
a leading edge analysis of the series of methanol desorption traces at different 
coverage. The distribution was then refined by solving the Polanyi-Wigner 
equation and comparing to the experimental data. Finally, the distribution was 
used in the Monte Carlo simulation. 
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Figure 3.8. Comparison of the Monte Carlo simulation spectra with methanol 
desorption spectra on the oxidized W03(OOl) surface. A) The simulations of 
desorption spectra with the surface site energy distribution shown in Figure 3.7 at 
different coverage. B) The methanol CTDS on the oxidized W03(OOl) surface. 
3.4. Discussion 
3.4.1. Adsorption site and species 
Dixon, et al. have studied the electronic states of the single crystal W-03(001) 
surface following treatments of sputtering and annealing using photoelectron 
spectroscopy combined with STM.~' The close correspondence between the XPS and 
UPS spectra for the W03(001) surfaces in our study with the data given by Dixon, et al., 
together with the similarity in surface treatments, provides some basis for structural 
characterization of our surfaces. Based on their STM studies, we are able to associate the 
reduced surface with the (1 x 1) structure with most of the terminal oxygen removed and 
the oxidized surface with the ~(2x2)  structure with troughs. 
Previous studies have revealed that methanol adsorbs on metal oxide surfaces 
with oxygen bound to coordinatively unsaturated cation sites via lone pair  electron^.'^^ 
On the oxidized surface, the change in intensity of the 7a' and 2a" molecular orbitals 
localized on the oxygen atom (as shown in the UPS spectra of Figure 3.3) is strong 
evidence for interaction with a Lewis acid site. The five-coordinate, formally w5+ sites 
of the ~(2x2)  surface, as well as cations in the troughs, whose detailed structure remains 
unclear, are both possible Lewis acid sites. Our ability to calibrate the desorption 
spectrum and give absolute coverages allows us to determine that the large majority of 
exposed cation sites on the oxidized surface act as Lewis acid sites. Noting that the 
coverage of methanol in F'igure 3.3B, curves a and b, is a full monolayer and yet the 
emission from the 7a' and 2a" molecular orbitals remains suppressed shows not only that 
trough sites may act as Lewis acid sites but also the majority ~(2x2)  sites must be 
relatively strong Lewis acid sites. The presence of strong Lewis acid sites on 
dehydroxylated, high surface area W03 powders has also been found by work in our 
laboratory by the Tripp group, using pyridine as a probe molecule.'29 
Despite evidence for strong Lewis acid sites, we found that dissociation did not 
occur on the oxidized surface. Dissociation of this weak Brnrnsted acid requires a pair of 
acidhase sites, in which a lattice oxygen atom acts as the Brmsted base site. Both 
bridging and terminal oxygen atoms are possible Brnrnsted base sites. The inactivity of 
the oxidized surface implies that the basicity of the surface oxygen is too low to 
dissociate the hydroxyl group. Some evidence supporting this argument can be found in 
the study of adsorption of H20  on the Na,W03(OOl) surface using HREELS. '~~ It was 
found that water molecularly adsorbed on the tungsten bronze (001) surface with the 
oxygen end bonded to the tungsten cation, but no dissociation was detected. Since water 
has a significantly higher acidity than methanol, we can conclude that the oxidized 
surface has only weak Brnrnsted acid sites. 
This observation can be understood from the surface structure of the oxidized 
surface. The five coordinate w' sites are the majority adsorption sites on the oxidized 
surface for methanol, and therefore the bridging oxygen is the closest potential Brnrnsted 
base site. However, the bridging oxygen is bonded to two tungsten cations, decreasing 
the electron density on the bridging oxygen and resulting in weak Coulombic interactions 
with the hydroxyl hydrogen. As far as the terminal oxygen is concerned, its large 
distance from the Lewis acid adsorption site may present a prohibitively large barrier to 
dissociation. The tungsten-tungsten spacing is around 3.7 A, which can be compared 
qualitatively to the maximum oxygen-oxygen distance for effective hydrogen bonding of 
3.5 Ae131,132 
By contrast, the UPS data clearly shows that on the reduced surface the large 
majority of methanol adsorbs dissociatively. If the W 4f XPS spectra are interpreted 
within the final state model to imply that only w5+ sites exist on the (1x1) surface, as 
proposed by Jones, et a ~ , ' ~ ~  then the higher electron density in the surface (as revealed by 
a larger intensity in the gap in UPS measurements 'O) suggests an increase in the basicity 
of the bridging oxygens, relative to the oxidized surface. Theoretical calculations 
regarding the electronic structure of the reduced surface are needed to fully understand 
the dissociation mechanism. 
While we prefer the final state interpretation of the W 4f XPS region to the initial 
state model (see below), we are not aware of independent evidence to exclude the 
presence of lower oxidation state species, and in particular metallic tungsten species. The 
presence of metallic tungsten could also account for the dissociative adsorption of 
methanol on the reduced surface. However, the decomposition of methanol on tungsten, 
and other metal surfaces, results in production of Hz and CO. '34~'35 During CTDS 
experiments, we did not detect any H2, CO or C02  desorption. Nevertheless, we cannot 
completely exclude the possibility of small metallic tungsten clusters, since the behavior 
of cluster may differ significantly from the reactivity of a metal surface. 
3.4.2. The roles of diffusion and surface heterogeneity 
The experimental data of Figure 3.4 cannot be explained by intermolecular 
interactions on a homogeneous surface, either with or without rapid diffusion. Repulsive 
interactions lead to peak splitting, and attractive interactions shift the peak to higher 
temperature with increasing coverage. Qualitatively, the heterogeneous surface model, 
shown in Figure 3.6B, is consistent with the coverage dependence of the spectra on the 
oxidized surface (Figure 3.4B), and the overlap of the high temperature side of the peaks 
indicates that diffusion is rapid compared to desorption. Further refinement of the lattice 
site adsorption energy distribution could be performed to more closely fit the 
experimental data, as done by Nelson et a1.;'03 however, the results would not provide 
fimdarnental information in our case without more extensive characterization of the 
surface structure and morphology. 
The origin of the surface heterogeneity, necessary to explain the coverage 
dependent spectra, is most likely associated with the surface structure of the epitaxial 
films. Experimentally, it was found that the W03(OOl) surface is characterized by 
stepped  structure^.^^ Sputtering preferentially removes oxygen and generates oxygen 
vacancy defects', as revealed by the XPS spectra. Nevertheless, similar desorption 
behavior was observed in the desorption of H20 fiom a hydroxylated a-A1203(0001) 
surface by Nelson et a1,1°3 in which the single crystal surface was known to be nearly 
defect fiee prior to desorption. The independence of the peak shape and position with 
increasing dose suggest that mobility is poor. Thus, the heterogeneity in the surface 
seems to arise during the dehydroxylation process, not fiom the initial surface defect 
structure. 
The simulation results imply that neither repulsive nor attractive interactions, and 
in particular hydrogen bonding, contribute significantly to the coverage and temperature 
dependence of methanol desorption fiom the reduced and oxidized surfaces. While this 
seems surprising, formation of an effective hydrogen bond requires an oxygen-oxygen 
distance less than 3.5 A. 131*132 For the adsorption of methanol on W03 surfaces, with 
molecular adsorption at tungsten cation (Lewis acid) sites, the tungsten-tungsten spacing 
of approximately 3.7 A 53 is not very favorable for hydrogen bond formation. 
Furthermore, molecular dynamics studies of hydrogen bonding in crystalline and liquid 
phase methanol suggest that hydrogen bonding can occur only with two nearest 
neighbors, forming either 1 -dimensional chains or cyclic chains, which further reduces 
the possible role of hydrogen bonding 136-138 on the desorption energetics. 
The UPS spectra showed that the methanol adsorbed molecularly on the oxidized 
surface and dissociatively on the reduced surface. However, the coverage dependent 
desorption spectra for methanol on both surfaces are qualitatively very similar, as shown 
in Figure 3.4. The main difference is that desorption occurs at higher temperatures on the 
reduced surface. This implies that desorption from the reduced surface is essentially a 
pseudo-first order process. The reasons for this are not easily justified. Such behavior is 
found for desorption of H2 h m  the dissociatively adsorbed hydride state on the Si(l00) 
d i m e r ~ . ' ~ ~  The first-order behavior in the silicon hydride case is thought to be due to the 
poor mobility of the hydride species and that the close proximity of the two hydrides 
leads to a concerted desorption process. Although the simulation shows clearly that 
diffusion of methanol on the oxidized surface is relatively fast compared to desorption, 
this does not necessarily imply that the methoxy species is mobile on the reduced surface. 
As discussed above, the dissociation of methanol probably requires a local acidbase pair 
site configuration favorable for dissociation of the hydroxyl group. A highly mobile 
methanol precursor state could then dissociate at a strong Brlansted base site, which 
retains the proton in close proximity to a more strongly bound methoxy group. The 
assumption that a stronger Lewis acid/Brmsted base site pair is required for dissociation 
of methanol is supported by the higher desorption temperature of methanol on the 
reduced surface. Thus, the methoxy can desorb in a pseudo-first order process as 
methanol by combining with the neighboring proton. 
3.4.3. Reaction mechanism on the reduced surface 
During the CTDS experiments, both on the reduced and oxidized W03(OOl) 
surfaces, methanol is the only desorption product detected. By comparison, methanol 
was found to react on the sputtered and annealed Ti02(001) surface to form dimethyl 
ether.35 Adsorbate surface mobility and the adsorption structure were thought to be the 
key factors in facilitating the surface coupling reaction. Kim and Barteau 35 proposed 
that the doubly coordinatively unsaturated site is the active center responsible for 
dimethyl ether formation on Ti02(001) single crystal surfaces, resulting in the close 
proximity of two adsorbed methoxy groups. This argument was based on the fact that 
dimethyl ether was detected only on (1 14)-facetted surface, which was characterized by 
the stepped structure containing Cfold oxygen coordination sites, and not on the (01 1)- 
facetted surface, which is characterized by a 5-fold oxygen coordination structure. If the 
reduced surface is characterized by a (1 x 1) structure with most of the terminal oxygens 
removed, the large tungsten-tungsten distance would not favor the coupling reaction. 
However, interpretation of the coverage dependent desorption spectra suggests that 
adsorbate mobility is not the limiting factor for dimethyl ether production. 
A closer tungsten-tungsten distance can, however, be achieved at shear plane 
structures. During sputtering and annealing, removal of lattice oxygen can also lead to 
the conversion of comer sharing octahedra into edge sharing structures as found in the 
bulk at crystallographic shear (CS) planes.64 Experimentally, the formation of the CS 
plane was a facile route for oxidation of the ally1 group to acrolein on reduced W03 
surfaces.'40 While we find that decomposition of dimethyl methyl phosphonate (DMMP) 
on the reduced surface produces dimethyl ether, the fact that dimethyl ether was not 
observed in this study, fiom the dissociatively adsorbed methoxy groups, eliminates the 
possible role of these sites for a surface mediated coupling reaction. 
3.4.4. Interpretation of XPS data 
The W 4f region of the XPS spectra of Figure 3.2 could be interpreted in at least 
three different ways. The initial state model, involving W6+, wS+, w4+, and WO species 
could be justified on the basis of apparent binding energies in reference compounds. The 
presence of W6+ species is easily understood in terms of hlly, octahedrally coordinated 
cations, while the w5+ sites could be ascribed either to the cations in the ~(2x2)  structure 
with missing terminal oxygens or to cations along idealized shear plane structures. The 
assignment of w4' species is less clear, but could be attributed either to cations along 
shear planes that are missing terminal oxygens, or to regions of W02. The reduction of 
W03 to W02 is thought to be unlikely under vacuum reduction conditions, according to 
X-ray diffiaction experiments.65 However, we are not aware of any other independent 
evidence for formation of WO under the conditions of the experiment, and the reactivity 
toward methanol, as noted above, is not typical of tungsten metal. 
The interpretation of the spectra in terms of final state screening effects, 
consistent with that of Dixon, et a1. is in good agreement with other information we 
have regarding the properties of our epitaxial films. First, comparing the splitting 
between the screened and unscreened final state levels to the empirical data given by 
Chazalviel, et a1.,'I6 for a range of sodium bronzes, the substoichiometry, x, in our W03-, 
films would be approximately 0.05. Second, the relative intensity in the gap to that in the 
valence band region, again according to a theoretical relation given by Chazalviel, et 
a1.,'I6 predicts a sub-stoichiometry of a few percent. Third, the ratio, P, of the intensity of 
the unscreened final state feature to that of the screened final state, was found empirically 
to behave as P = 0.75~-'I3, by Chazalviel, et which predicts ratios between 2 and 
3.5 for x = 0.05 and 0.01, respectively, which is consistent with the fits shown in Figure 
3.2. Measurements of the optical absorbance of our epitaxial films in the UV-vis region 
and estimates of the carrier concentration and mobility give values for the 
substoichiometry in the range of 0.01 to 0.05, depending upon growth and operating 
conditions of the films in sensor Thus, the presence of a screened final 
state for the reduced surface seems to be consistent with the carrier density in these 
materials. 
On general grounds, Occam's Razor would suggest that if the data can be fit with 
fewer doublets, the simpler model should be chosen (i.e. fewer doublets are required in 
the final state model). However, we would like to point out that the interpretation of 
Dixon, et al. implies spatial localization of the narrow bands. In the case of sodium 
bronze, only one (formally W63 initial state was considered, and the presence of two 
features originated fiom the screened or unscreened final states. If the electrons produced 
fiom reduction of W03 form a narrow band that is delocalized, similarly to the sodium 
bronze, then there should be four doublets in the W 4f region, two originating fiom each 
initial state (formally W6+ and w5+). If the w6+ initial states results only in one, 
unscreened final state, then the implication is that the narrow band must be spatially 
localized to regions, such as the high tunneling probability "bright rafts", in which there 
are (formally) w5+ sites. Further systematic work, particularly on well characterized 
surfaces in which the electron density can be estimated, e.g. from the plasmon frequency 
with HREELS, is required to resolve this issue. 
Many body effects have also been discussed in terms of the charge transfer model, 
which involves electron transfer from a ligand atom to the transition metal ion. 141-143 The 
effect is typically found in the late transition metal dihalides and oxides, such as NiC12 
ahd CuO. 144-146 However, satellite peaks are typically on the high binding energy side, 
which is not consistent with our W4f XPS spectra. 
4.1. Introduction 
Understanding the surface reactivity of the W03 surface is of fundamental 
importance in exploring its potential applications. Tungsten oxide has been extensively 
studied as a catalyst in different forms. Oxide supported W03 in the sub-monolayer 
uptake regime exhibits high catalytic activities for the metathesis reaction, olefin 
isomerization, and disproportionation reactions. 147-151 It has been used as the sensing 
element in detection of nitric oxides 24,27,70 and H2S. 15,26,69 The properties of the crystalline 
W03 have been studied in detail, including its semiconductivity and production of 
oxygen vacancies and crystallographic shear (CS) planes. 64,106,107,109,133,152,153 However, a 
detailed understanding of how the rate limiting steps in specific surface reactions control 
the conductivity is not yet fully understood. In our laboratory, high quality W03 thin 
films have been and much effort has been focused on development of 
selective W03 thin film-based NO and organophosphorous compound sensors.33171 
In Chapter 3, we have reported studies of the adsorption and desorption of 
methanol on W03 surfaces. Measurements were made on an oxidized surface and a 
reduced surface, characterized by XPS and UPS, in order to probe the structure 
dependence of the surface activity.lS4 Comparison of our XPS and UPS data with the 
single crystal W03(OOl) study by Dixon, et al. using XPS, UPS and STM suggested that 
our oxidized surface was associated with the ~(2x2)  structure with line defects while the 
reduced surface was similar to the (1 x 1) structure with most of the surface terminal 
oxygens removed. Our UPS measurements showed that methanol is molecularly 
adsorbed on the oxidized surface and dissociatively adsorbed on the reduced surface. 
The shape of the coverage-dependent desorption curves was modeled with Monte Carlo 
simulations, which are interpreted in terms of surface heterogeneity and facile surface 
diffusion. Reaction products, such as formaldehyde and dimethyl ether, which are 
produced on defective Ti02(001) surface~,3~ were not deteited. 
We also studied the surface activity and reaction selectivity in the decomposition 
of DMMP on both  surface^."^ The study showed that DMMP decomposes on both 
surfaces through production of methoxy intermediates. However, these two surfaces 
show different reaction selectivity during decomposition of DMMP. Methanol and 
dimethyl ether were produced on the oxidized surface, but only dimethyl ether was 
observed on the reduced surface. Thus, in both the DMMP and methanol studies, the 
reduced and oxidized W03 surfaces behave differently. 
The surface activity is closely related to the surface structure. In W03, a 
crystalline network is formed from W-0-W chains in 3-dimensions, which can be 
described by comer sharing octahedra. In comparison with the edge sharing octahedral 
structures, for instance in Ti02, or face sharing octahedral crystal structures, the comer 
sharing octahedral structure results in a large spacing between metal cations. This leads 
to a large ( ~ 3 . 7 4  separation between the Lewis base sites (the terminal oxygens) and 
Lewis acid sites (the coordinatively unsaturated tungsten cations), on the W03(O0 1) 
surface. The large spacing may be responsible for the inactivity toward dissociative 
adsorption of water and methanol on the oxidized W03(OOl) surface since, although the 
~(2x2)  surface contains acidbase pairs required for dissociative adsorption, the spatial 
separation between the acidhase sites also contributes to the activation energy barrier for 
extraction of the hydroxyl hydrogen.154 
In this work we studied the reactions of ethanol and isopropanol on these two 
different W03 surfaces to hrther probe the surface activity and structure dependence of 
surface reactions. A study by Tanner, et showed that the oxidized single crystal 
W03(OOl) surface only has activity toward dehydration of alcohols to form alkenes. In 
their study, 1 -propanol, isopropanol and tert-butyl alcohol were exposed to the surface. 
The corresponding dehydration product alkene desorbs at high temperature after 
desorption of alcohols are almost complete at low temperatures. It has been pointed out 
that the coverage of alkoxy species remaining after desorption of alcohols is complete is 
determined by the competition between associative desorption of alcohols and hydroxyls 
as water. 83~155 Gamble, et a~."' proposed a defect controlled model to explain the 
coverage of alkoxy species remaining on the surface at high temperature for ethanol on 
the TiOz(l 10) surface. In comparison, STM 47 identified adsorption of alkoxy species on 
the majority W03(OOl) terrace sites after the surface was annealed to temperatures where 
alcohol desorption is complete with no particular evidence for specific defect sites in 
controlling the selectivity toward the alkene. Thus, the CTDS data that we present here 
provides complementary information to distinguish the role of defects fiom that of 
diffusion and the competition associative desorption of alcohols and recombination of 
hydroxyls to form water in determining the coverage of alkoxy species that react to form 
alkene. 
Thls study shows that the desorption of water and alcohols is shifted to higher 
temperature on the reduced W03(OOl) surface than on the oxidized surface. The shape of 
the coverage dependent desorption spectra indicates the importance of surface 
heterogeneity and relatively rapid diffbsion of molecularly adsorbed alcohol, consistent 
with our previous observations for methanol on these two surfaces. During the CTDS 
experiments, removal of alcohols on the surface occurred through two channels: 
desorption of alcohol at lower temperatures and dehydration to alkene, which desorbed at 
higher temperature. The coverage dependence of the selectivity toward the alkene 
indicates that the alkoxy coverage remaining after dehydroxylation is controlled by the 
competition between surface reaction kinetics under the low coverage conditions of our 
experiments. We attribute the rate-limiting step to C-0  bond scission in the case of 
ethanol dehydration reaction. Our data are not able to distinguish whether the P-H 
elimination or C-0  bond scission is the rate-limiting step for isopropanol dehydration; 
however, the comparison of n-propanol with isopropanol in the study by Tanner, et aL4' 
indicates that C-0 bond scission is again the rate-limiting step. 
4.2. Results 
4.2.1. Ethanol interaction with the reduced W03(OOl) surface 
A set of coverage dependent desorption spectra are shown in Figure 4.1. As the 
surface coverage decreased, the desorption temperature increased indicating that, on the 
basis of our Monte Carlo simulations lS4, difision is sufficiently rapid to migrate to, and 
desorb from the most stable adsorption sites. For a coverage of 0.012 ML, ethanol 
desorption was observed at 432 K on the reduced W03 surface. Adsorption of the first 
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Figure 4.1. Ethanol reactions on the reduced W03(OOl) surface. A) Ethanol molecular 
desorption spectra presented as mass 3 1 for different coverages. The high temperature 
portion of the desorption spectra were expanded as indicated. B) The corresponding 
ethylene desorption spectra, shown as mass 27, which coincided with the high 
temperature ethanol desorption peak. Spectra were obtained by removing the 
contribution from ethanol (see text for details). C) The corresponding water desorption 
spectra. Peaks were offset for clarity. 
layer saturated at acoverage slightly greater than 0.63 ML and a multilayer desorption 
peak appeared at 165 K for a coverage of 0.72 ML. The characteristics of the 
overlapping leading edge and the increase of the peak temperature with coverage are 
consistent with zeroth order desorption kinetics for multilayer desorption, with a 
desorption energy of 47 kJImol. At an ethanol surface coverage greater than 0.18 ML, an 
additional high temperature desorption peak, as shown by the expanded spectra in Figure 
4.1 A, emerged at 650 K, which coincides with ethylene desorption, as shown in Figure 
4.1B (described below). 
During the ethanol CTDS experiment, ethylene, produced by ethanol dehydration, 
was detected around 650 K on the reduced surface. Since masses 26,27 and 28, which 
are the major fragments of ethylene, are also fragments of ethanol, the desorption of 
ethylene is superimposed on the ethanol desorption spectrum and can not be 
distinguished from ethanol desorption directly. However, the ethylene fragmentation 
pattern does not contain mass 3 1, which is the strongest ion in the ethanol fragmentation 
pattern; hence, the ethanol contribution to masses 26,27 and 28 was removed from these 
spectra by scaling the mass 3 1 desorption trace based on the fragmentation pattern of 
ethanol. The contribution of ethylene to the 27 arnu desorption spectra are shown in 
Figure 4.1B. Note that ethylene production increases with the surface coverage of 
ethanol and that the desorption temperatures are constant. 
The corresponding water desorption spectra (mass 18) are presented in Figure 
4.1C. As the ethanol coverage increased to 0.034 ML, water desorption was observed at 
350 K and the desorption temperature decreased with increasing ethanol coverage. The 
low temperature water peaks are similar to spectra shown in Figure 4.5 (see section 3.5) 
for adsorption of water. Very weak water desorption was detected above 700 K, which 
increased in intensity with the ethanol coverage. 
4.2.2. Ethanol interaction with the oxidized W03(OOl) surface 
The ethanol CTDS data for the oxidized W03 surface are presented in Figure 4.2 
in a manner similar to Figure 4.1 with the contributions due to ethanol, ethylene, and 
water in parts A, B, and C, respectively. As the surface coverage decreases, again the 
desorption temperature increases. Ethanol desorbs at 41 8 K for a surface coverage of 
0.0024 ML. By comparison with the spectra of Figure 4.1 A, the desorption temperature 
on the oxidized surface is lower than on the reduced surface at the same coverage, and 
the peak shape is skewed to lower temperature. Based on our Monte Carlo simulations of 
methanol, these spectra suggest a distribution of adsorption site energies that is 
substantially reduced at higher adsorption energy. At coverages greater than 0.02 ML, an 
ethanol desorption peak is observed above 600 K, which overlaps with the ethylene 
desorption peaks shown in Figure 4.2B, similarly to the case of the reduced surface. The 
intensity of the desorption peak increases with ethanol surface coverage, as shown by the 
expanded spectra in Figure 4.2A. 
Ethylene desorption was detected near 650 K for a surface coverage greater than 
0.0024 ML. Similarly to the reduced W03 surface, the ethylene desorption peaks do not 
shift with coverage. The corresponding water desorption spectra are shown in Figure 
4.2C. For an ethanol coverage of 0.0024 ML, water desorption was detected at 295 K. 
The desorption temperature decreases with increasing surface coverage, similarly to the 
low temperature water desorption profiles on the oxidized surface, discussed in Sect. 3.5. 
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Figure 4.2. Ethanol reactions on the oxidized W03(OOl) surface. A) Ethanol 
molecular desorption spectra presented as mass 3 1 for different coverages. B) The 
corresponding ethylene desorption spectra (mass 27), and C) water desorption 
spectra presented as in Figure 4.1. Peaks were offset for clarity. 
However, compared to the ethanol reaction on the reduced surface (Figure 4.1 C), 
desorption of water above 700 K was dramatically reduced. 
4.2.3. Isopropanol interaction with the reduced W03(OOl) surface 
During isopropanol CTDS experiments, desorption of isopropanol, propylene and 
water were observed, which is shown in Figure 4.3A, B and C respectively. The 
isopropanol and propylene desorption overlap around 500 K, as shown in Figure 4.3A 
and 3B. Propylene has major fragments at masses 39,41 and 42, which are also cracking 
fragments of isopropanol, but does not have the mass 45 fragment, which is the dominant 
fragment of isopropanol. Therefore, the propylene desorption spectnun, shown in Figure 
4.3B, was obtained by subtraction of the isopropanol contribution to mass 41 by scaling 
the mass 45 trace according to the isopropanol fragmentation pattern. Isopropanol 
desorption appeared at 530 K for a surface coverage of 0.00045 ML; the desorption 
temperature decreased as the surface coverage increased. The coverage dependent 
behavior again suggests that isopropanol diffision is sufficiently fast that the isopropanol 
molecules find the stronger binding sites.lS4 Multilayer desorption was detected at 175 
K, as shown in the inset of Figure 4.3A, with characteristic zeroth order desorption and a 
desorption energy of 27 kJ/mol. In comparison with ethanol CTDS, the isopropanol 
molecular desorption peak occurs approximately 100 K higher, but no high temperature, 
recombinative desorption peak was detected. The higher desorption temperature for 
isopropanol with respect to ethanol is consistent with the higher molecular weight. At a 
total coverage less than 0.00045 ML, isopropanol desorption was not detected, but 
propylene was still observed at 527 K. The production of propylene increases with the 
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Figure 4.3. Isopropanol reactions on the reduced W03(OOl) surface. A) Isopropanol 
molecular desorption spectra presented as mass 45 for different coverages, with the 
multilayer desorption of isopropanol presented in the inset. B) The corresponding 
propylene desorption spectra (mass 41), obtained by removing the contribution from 
isopropanol (see text for details), and C) water desorption spectra with two desorption 
peaks resolved at high isopropanol coverages. Peaks were offset for clarity. 
isopropanol surface coverage, with a peak position independent of coverage, but at a 
substantially lower temperature than the ethylene peak at 650 K observed for ethanol 
dehydration. 
A broad water desorption peak was observed around 400 K as the surface 
isopropanol coverage increased to 0.0072 ML, below which propylene was already 
detected. This water desorption profile evolved into two desorption peaks centered at 
3 17 K and 508 K, respectively, for an isopropanol coverage of 0.027 ML (Figure 4.3C). 
The peak temperature for the low temperature desorption decreased with increasing 
surface coverage, similar to the behavior following water adsorption on the reduced 
surface (Sect. 3.5). Note that the broad higher temperature desorption, shown in curves e 
and f in  Figure 4.3C, overlaps with the desorption of propylene and that the peak position 
is relatively coverage independent. The water desorption above 700 K, which was 
detected for ethanol on the reduced surface, was suppressed. 
4.2.4. Isopropanol interaction with the oxidized W03(OOl) surface 
The isopropanol dehydration reaction also occurred on the oxidized W 0 3  surface. 
Figure 4.4 shows the desorption spectra for isopropanol, and the corresponding propylene 
and water desorption spectra. The propylene desorption spectra, shown in Figure 4.4B, 
were obtained by subtraction of the isopropanol contribution as described for the reduced 
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Figure 4.4. Isopropanol reactions on the oxidized W03(OOl) surface. A) Isopropanol 
molecular desorption spectra presented as mass 45 for different coverages. B) The 
corresponding propylene desorption spectra (mass 41), and C) water desorption 
spectra as described in Figure 4.3. Peaks were offset for clarity. 
At an isopropanol coverage of 0.00078 ML, isopropanol desorption was observed 
at 433 K, which was about 100 K lower than on the reduced surface. The desorption 
temperature increased with decreasing surface coverage, which implies that isopropanol 
difhsion is relatively rapid compared to desorption. lS4 Similarly to the reduced W03 
surface, only one isopropanol desorption peak was observed. For a surface coverage less 
than 0.00078 ML, isopropanol desorption was not observed; however, very weak 
propylene desorption was detected at 467 K shown in Figure 4.4B curve a. The 
production of propylene increased with isopropanol surface coverage, but the desorption 
temperature did not change. By contrast to the ethanol results, the desorption 
temperature of the dehydration product was significantly lower on the oxidized surface 
than on the reduced surface. A multilayer desorption peak at 175 K appeared at a 
coverage of 0.12 ML, as shown in the inset of Figure 4.4A. The desorption energy of 
27.4 kJ/mol is essentially identical to the multilayer desorption energy on the reduced 
surface. 
The water desorption spectra exhibited different features on the oxidized surface 
than on the reduced surface. At a coverage less than 0.00078 ML, water desorption was 
detected at 298 K, which was observed on the reduced surface only at high isopropanol 
coverage; the desorption temperature for this desorption state decreased as the surface 
coverage increased as expected for molecular adsorption (see Sect. 3.5). As the 
isopropanol surface coverage increased to 0.0021 ML, a very weak desorption peak 
appeared around 405 K. As the surface coverage increased, this desorption peak 
broadened (Figure 4.4C curves d to g), and overlapped with the desorption of propylene. 
On the oxidized W03 surface, water desorption due to background adsorption was found 
below 350 K during our CTDS experiments. Therefore, the water desorption below 350 
K includes the contribution from condensation of background water vapor, which was 
introduced into the chamber during oxidation of the W03 surface. 
During the ethanol and isopropanol CTDS experiments, the dehydrogenation 
reaction products, such as acetaldehyde and acetone, were not detected, showing that the 
W03 thin film surface exhibits only dehydration activity. 
4.2.5. Water adsorption and desorption on W03(OOl) surfaces 
Water adsorption and desorption was conducted in this study in order to 
understand the surface dehydration reaction of ethanol and isopropanol on the W03 
surfaces. Water desorption spectra are displayed in Figure 4.5A for desorption on the 
reduced W03 surface and Figure 4.5B for desorption on the oxidized W03 surface. The 
peak desorption temperature decreased as the surface coverage increased on both 
surfaces. On the reduced surface the desorption temperature is higher than on the 
oxidized surface. 
4.2.6. Relative yield of dehydration product on W03(OOl) surfaces 
Figure 4.6 shows the yield of ethylene and propylene evolved from the 
dehydration reaction of ethanol and isopropanol, respectively, on the reduced and 
oxidized W03 surfaces. The plot is simply the ratio of the integrated ion currentsfor 
ethylene and propylene without correcting for their respective calibration factors. 
Acixally, the ratio of the relative ionization probabilities for alcohols to those for their 





Figure 4.5. Water thermal desorption spectra at different coverages on W03(001) 
surfaces. A) On the reduced W03(001) surfaces and B) on the oxidized W03(001) 
surface. The conditions for producing these surfaces and measuring the thermal 
desorption spectra were similar to those used in the alcohol experiments. 
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of the yield of alkene dehydration products on W03(OOl) 
surfaces. A) propylene and B) ethylene on the oxidized and the reduced W03 
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will not qualitatively change the plot. As shown in Figure 4.6, the yields of ethylene and 
propylene are not significantly different for the oxidized vs. the reduced W03(001) 
surfaces, showing the insensitivity of dehydration of alcohols to the surface structure. 
4.3. Discussion 
We first examine the mechanism of the dehydration reaction and identify the rate 
limiting step as CO bond scission. We assume that the dehydration product evolves from 
alkoxy species remaining on the surface after the low temperature desorption of the 
alcohol is complete, and therefore the alkoxy coverage determines the selectivity toward 
the alkene. We then consider two models to understand how the selectivity, i.e. the ratio 
of the alkene to alcohol, is controlled in the thermal desorption process. 
4.3.1. Mechanism of dehydration reactions 
On both the oxidized and the reduced W03 surfaces, the ethylene desorption 
temperature, detected above 600 K (Figures 4.1B and 4.2B), is higher than the propylene 
desorption temperature, observed between 450 and 500 K (Figures 4.3B and 4.4B). Our 
observations are consistent with the observations for alcohol dehydration reactions on the 
Ti02(001) surface by Kim and ~arteau'~.  In both cases, the larger alkene desorbs at 
lower temperature, suggesting that desorption of the dehydration products is a reaction 
limited, rather than desorption limited, process. The coverage independence of the 
desorption temperatures for ethylene and propylene on the heterogeneous W03 surfaces 
also supports this conclusion. The study by Tanner, et a1,4~ of the dehydration reactions 
of 1-propanol and isopropanol on the single crystal W03(001) surface showed that 
propylene is produced at a lower temperature fiom isopropanol than fiom 1 -propanol. 
Dehydration of the alkoxy species requires cleavage of either the a or P-CH bond, 
and CO bond scission. We now consider whether or not each of these is the rate limiting 
step. Generally, the a-H bond is more acidic than the P-H, because the former C-H 
bond is more polarized by the oxygen atom. Several studies have shown that a-H 
abstraction results in formation of aldehydes or ketones for alcohols on oxide 
surfaces. 83,84,94,96,159,160 However, acetaldehyde and acetone were not detected during our 
experiments for ethanol and isopropanol on the W03 surfaces, respectively. Using 
isotope labeling techniques, Gamble, et a1 have shown clearly that, for ethoxy species 
on the Ti02(1 10) surface, a-H abstraction and subsequent H migration during the 
dehydration reaction can be ruled out. Therefore, a-H abstraction of the alcohols on the 
W03 surfaces seems unlikely. 
If abstraction of the p hydrogen is the rate limiting step, ethylene and propylene 
would be formed at similar temperatures, since the energy barriers for breaking the P-CH 
bonds in ethanol and in isopropanol should be similar due to the similarity in their local 
chemical structures and adsorption configurations on the surfaces. In this case, for a 
reaction limited surface process, desorption of ethylene and propylene should occur at 
similar temperatures, which cont&icts our observations. 
We conclude that cleavage of the C-0 bond is most likely the rate limiting step 
for the dehydration reaction of ethanol, but not necessarily isopropanol, on the W03(OOl) 
surfaces. This can be justified on the basis that the stability of the carbocation 
intermediate, produced by breaking the C-0 bond, decreases in the order tertiary > 
secondary > primary, as suggested by Tanner, et al. 47 for their comparison of n-propanol, 
isopropanol and tert-butyl alcohol dehydration. To the extent that the energy barrier 
height decreases with increasing stability of the carbocation formed, C-0 bond scission in 
isopropanol should occur at a lower temperature than in ethanol, and produce propylene 
at a lower temperature than ethylene. This trend is consistent with our data as well as that 
of Tanner, et al. 47 and of Kim and ~ a r t e a u . ~ ~  
Gamble, et al. lSS identify P-hydrogen elimination from one ethoxy species on the 
TiOz(110) as the rate limiting step which produces the proton for associative desorption 
of coadsorbed ethoxy species to produce ethanol. However, they suggest that the delay in 
the ethylene desorption peak, relative to the ethanol peak, is due to a somewhat higher 
barrier for cleavage of the C-0  bond in the -0CH2CHz- species. A similar, though 
small, temperature shift between the ethanol and ethylene peaks can also be observed in 
our experiments on the W03 surfaces in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. This implies that breaking 
the C-0 bond is the rate limiting step for ethyleneproduction. 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show that propylene desorption is accompanied with water 
desorption. This water desorption is higher than that found in water adsorption 
experiments and is clearly resolved from the low temperature desorption peak, assigned 
to recombination of surface hydroxyls formed during dissociative adsorption of 
isopropanol. We attribute it to the recombination of surface hydroxyls resulting from 
abstraction of the p hydrogen from isopropoxy on the surfaces. However, because of the 
similarity in the desorption temperatures for water and propylene, the barriers to C-0 
bond scission and P-hydrogen elimination may be similar. 
4.3.2. Selectivity toward alkene production 
Our experiments show that two channels are available for removal of adsorbed 
ethanol and isopropanol: desorption as alcohol molecules and desorption as alkenes via 
dehydration reactions. We present two limiting cases that potentially control the 
selectivity of alcohol desorption vs. dehydration to the alkene. The first is based upon 
recent work on other oxide single crystal surfaces in which the yield of alkene is 
determined by particular surface defect sites; the second is based upon the role of 
diffusion rates and reaction kinetics, without necessarily requiring "special" defect sites. 
We then discuss the experimental evidence and conclude that, under the low coverage 
conditions of our experiments, the second model controls the selectivity to alkenes. 
In either case, the adsorption of the alcohol may be (1) associative, (2) 
dissociative, or a mixture of alcohol and alkoxy species may be present, 
R O H ( ~ )  + R O H ( ~ )  (1) 
ROH(g)+ RO(a)+ H.-.O(I) (2) 
where the alcohol and alkoxy species may be adsorbed on Lewis acid sites or other defect 
sites and the proton adsorbs on a lattice oxygen. Desorption of alcohol may occur via the 
reverse reactions: 
ROH(a) + ROH(g) (3) 
RO(a)+ H--.o(I)&RoH(~) (4) 
Surface hydroxyls may also be lost by recombinative desorption to form water and 
oxygen surface vacancies: 
H-o(I)+ H-..O(I)&H,O(~)+ v; + O(I) 
After desorption of alcohol at the lower temperatures, by reactions 3 and 4, and loss of 
surface hydroxyls, via reaction 5, there is some fraction of the dissociatively adsorbed 
alcohol that remains as alkoxy species. These intermediates are not able to desorb as 
alcohol and are trapped on the surface until either CO bond scission occurs, or a proton 
becomes available, for example fiom P-hydrogen elimination fiom a co-adsorbed alkoxy 
species. We now consider two models that could control the coverage of alkoxy species 
remaining after the low temperature desorption is complete, since these are the species 
that ultimately lead to alkene production. 
4.3.2.1. Defect control of selectivity 
Gamble, et proposed that the sites responsible for the ethanol dehydration 
reaction on the Ti02(l 10) surface are the bridging oxygen vacancies produced during 
water desorption. These vacancies, corresponding to those produced in reaction 5, bind 
the ethoxy intermediate much more strongly than ethoxy species adsorbed on 5-fold ~ i ~ +  
sites, as demonstrated by their unreactivity toward further hydroxyl exposure.1'' The 
surface hydroxyls are necessarily mobile, since they are removed in a recombinative 
desorption process as water. The coverage of ethoxy species remaining after the low 
temperature desorption of ethanol (corresponding to reactions 3 and 4) was found to be 
approximately 25% of the original ethanol coverage."' Of the remaining 25% ethoxy 
species, approximately half desorbed as ethylene and half as ethanol after the P-hydrogen 
elimination step. This model could apply, a priori, to the W03 surface. 
In our previous study of methanol desorption from the WO3(001) surfaces, we 
interpreted the thermal desorption curves in terms of surface heterogeneity and relatively 
rapid diffusion of molecularly adsorbed methanol on the basis of Monte Carlo 
154 simulations. The coverage dependent desorption curves can be simulated using a 
distribution of adsorption site energies, as shown in Figure 3.7. Because no 
decomposition products of methanol were observed on either the oxidized or reduced 
surface, the methanol desorption spectra can essentially be used as a probe of the strength 
of the distribution of all available adsorption sites. By contrast, for the larger alcohols, 
the more strongly bound sites may lead to alkene production and therefore the alcohol 
desorption spectra only contain information about the sites that lead to associative 
desorption (Eqn. 4). 
The surface heterogeneity of our films can be attributed to both electronic and 
morphological factors. The electronic contributions to the heterogeneity of these W03 
surfaces have been characterized experimentally by XPS and  UPS.'^^ The surface'lattice 
oxygen is preferentially removed during treatment of the surface, resulting in a mixture of 
W5+ and W& 154 and probably formation of CS type line defects. Furthermore, SEM and 
STM images have shown that, despite epitaxial growth, our W03 surfaces are heavily 
stepped.16' 
In this model, there is a certain fraction of the defect sites that strongly bind the 
alkoxy intermediate. As the temperature increases, the surface hydroxyls produced in 
dissociative adsorption are removed via recombination (Eqn. 5 ) ,  while the rate of 
desorption of alcohol is substantially reduced (Eqn. 4) for the strongly bound alkoxy 
species. This implies that the alcohol is sufficiently mobile that, even at low coverage, 
the alcohol can find these strong adsorption sites. According to our Monte Carlo 
simulations Is4, the behavior of the coverage-dependent desorption curves, in which the 
trailing edge overlaps, indicates that the diffusion rate is larger than the desorption rate 
for water, methanol, ethanol and isopropanol on both the oxidized and reduced W03(001) 
surfaces. Therefore, we believe that this assumption is valid. A second assumption is 
that the hydroxyl groups are mobile, such that at low coverage, recombinative desorption 
(via Eqn 5) is possible. The low temperature desorption of water fi-om dissociatively 
adsorbed alcohols suggests that hydroxyls are relatively mobile, as shown in Figure 4.1 C 
to 4.4C. 
The implication of this model is that the selectivity toward dehydration should be 
substantially higher when the number of defects with binding energy greater than some 
threshold is increased. Indeed, the desorption temperature is always higher on the 
reduced surface than on the oxidized surface, which implies that the distribution of 
binding energies is shifted to higher binding energy on the reduced surface. However, 
Figure 4.6 shows that the oxidized surface does not exhibit significantly different 
dehydration activity than the reduced surface for either ethanol or isopropanol. Therefore, 
we find no evidence to support the defect model, at least under the low coverage 
conditions of the reactions on Wo3(001) surfaces. Tanner, et a1.47 suggest that the sites 
for dehydration are the 5-fold coordinated W6' ions, and find no evidence that alkoxy 
species preferentially adsorb on step or other defect sites. This is consistent with our 
results. 
4.3.2.2. Selectivity controlled by diffusion and surface kinetics 
An alternative view is that the selectivity is controlled by the rates of diffusion 
and reaction kinetics, and that "special" defect sites are not necessarily important. The 
coverage of alkoxy species that remain is simply the result of a competition between the 
kinetics of recombinative desorption of hydroxyls (Eqn 5) and associative desorption of 
hydroxyls and alkoxy species (Eqn 4). Whereas the desorption rate (Eqn 4) for 
associative desorption of the alcohol may decrease from methanol to ethanol to 
isopropanol, the recombinative desorption of surface hydroxyls is coverage dependent, 
but should not depend on the alcohol. In this model, as was necessary in the defect 
controlled model, surface hydroxyls must be mobile if the rate of Eqn 5 is going to be 
competitive with the rate of associative alcohol desorption. 
In our previous studies of methanol CTDS on W03(OOl) surfaces, UPS shows 
that methanol molecularly adsorbs on the oxidized W03 thin film surface and dissociates 
on the reduced surface.'54 The intensity of the UPS band due to the oxygen lone pair 
electron on the molecularly adsorbed methanol is significantly reduced, which we 
attribute to adsorption of methanol through a strong interaction between oxygen and a 
surface tungsten ~ a t i 0 n . l ~ ~  On the reduced surface, the UPS spectrum contains only three 
bonds, which easily distinguish methoxy species from the 5-featured spectrum of 
methan01.l~~ However, methanol is the only species detected on both surfaces during the 
desorption experiments. This implies that the rate of desorption of methanol through 
reactions (3) or (4) is fast compared to the rate of associative desorption of hydroxyls 
(Eqn. 5). For ethanol and isopropanol, we do not have direct evidence regarding the 
fraction of alcohol that is associat'ively vs. dissociatively adsorbed. However, it is clear 
that some fraction dissociates from the alkene production. For ethoxylethanol and 
isopropoxy/isopropanol, neither UPS nor vibrational spectroscopy is able to distinguish 
these species from each other particularly in a mixture. 125,162 
On metal surfaces, the shape of desorption spectra are frequently used to 
distinguish first order desorption (Eqn. 3) from second order desorption (Eqn. 4). 163-166 
Figures 4.2A and 4.4A show that the desorption temperatures for ethanol and isopropanol 
on the oxidized W03(OOl) surface decreased with increasing surface coverage, which is 
similar to the desorption of methanol on the oxidized W03(001) surface.154 In particular, 
the desorption curves for different coverages for water and all of the alcohols have a 
common tail on the high temperature side. This behavior can be described, on both the 
oxidized and reduced surfaces, by first order desorption kinetics with surface 
heterogeneity and rapid difhsion. We note that rapid diffusion of alcohols was also 
detected on the single crystal W03(OOl) surface by Tanner, et A slow surface 
difhsion process would result in a broad desorption profile but coverage-independent 
desorption peak temperatures, as reported by Nelson, et al., for water desorption from 
the a-A1203(0001) surface.lo3 The broad temperature range of the desorption peaks 
implies a wide distribution of surface adsorption energies. Our Monte Carlo model for 
methanol desorption indicated that, although difhsion of methanol was significantly 
faster than desorption on both surfaces, the shape of the coverage dependent curves was 
consistent with a first order- or pseudo-first order-process on both the oxidized and 
reduced surfaces, respectively, even though methanol was molecularly adsorbed on the 
oxidized surface and dissociatively adsorbed on the reduced surface. Therefore, the 
shape of the desorption spectra are not able to determine the adsorption state. 
Spitz, et ~ 1 . l ~ ~  showed that the relative acidity of Brernsted acids on oxide surfaces 
is consistent with that in aqueous solutions. The acidity of methanol, pK, = 15.5, is 
slightly stronger than for ethanol, pK, = 15.9, and significantly larger than isopropanol, 
pK, = 17.1. By comparison to the adsorption state of methanol on the WO3(O01) surfaces 
and the weaker acidities of ethanol and isopropanol compared to methanol, we might 
expect that ethanol and isopropanol would only adsorb molecularly on the oxidized 
W03(OOl) surface and would be less likely to adsorb dissociatively on the reduced 
surface than methanol. However, our experiments show that significant amounts of 
alkene were produced by dehydration of ethanol and isopropanol on both the oxidized 
and reduced W03(OOl) surfaces, as shown in Figure 4.1B to 4.4B. A detailed 
understanding of the acid dissociation equilibria would require information about the 
temperature dependence of the alcohol dissociation. We suggest that the coverage of the 
alkoxy that remains after dehydroxylation is a result of the stronger dispersion 
interactions of the larger alcohols with the surface, and therefore, higher desorption 
temperature of the larger alcohols, leading to greater dissociation at higher temperature. 
Before the alcohol desorbs, dehydroxylation occurs. 
Once the surface alkoxy coverage at high temperatures is established, the 
selectivity between alkene production and reaction of the hydroxyls produced by P- 
hydrogen elimination to form water or alcohol should again be dependent on the 
coverage and diffusion rates. When the coverage is low and hydroxyl diffusion is facile, 
then a larger fiaction of the hydroxyls may be lost as water, rather than through 
associative desorption of alcohol. 
Previous studies show that the ratio of alkene to alcohol desorption at relatively 
high coverage in the high temperature peak is close to 1 : 1 for alcohols on the Ti02(001) 
surfaceg4 and ethanol on the Ti02(l 10) surface'55. Kim and ~ a r t e a u * ~  proposed that the 
formation of alkene and alcohol at high temperature is a kinetically related process; the P- 
hydrogen abstracted fiom one alkoxy during formation of alkene is used to hydrogenate 
another alkoxy to form an alcohol molecule. 
Compared with the dehydration reaction of alcohols on Ti02 surfaces, 84,155 the 
yield of alcohol molecules with respect to alkene production on the W03 surfaces at high 
temperature is much lower. This observation is more prominent for isopropanol on the 
WOs surfaces than for ethanol. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 clearly show that with the increasing 
production of propylene around 500 K, the desorption of isopropanol in the 
corresponding temperature region does not grow significantly as observed on the 
Ti02(001) surfaceg4. This again suggests that the rate of recombinative hydroxyl 
desorption is faster than associative desorption of the alcohol. 
5.1. Introduction 
Semiconducting W03 thin films, grown epitaxially on single crystal A1203(li02) 
substrates, have been studied extensively in our laboratory as a potential chemiresistive 
sensor material. 33,69-71 The sensor response involves a change in the oxygen vacancy 
concentration, which is related to the film's conductivity. The vacancy concentration is 
determined by the relative rates of oxidation (by 02) and reduction (e.g. by hydrocarbon) 
reactions. Therefore, a fundamental understanding of the extent to which different 
molecules can be distinguished requires knowledge of both the rate limiting steps and the 
charge transfer in the redox reaction step(s). In Chapters 3 ,4 and 6, we have reported 
calibrated thermal desorption spectroscopy data for methanol, ethanol and isopropanol, 
and dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP). In order to elucidate the relationship 
between the surface catalytic activity and surface structure, two different surfaces, 
"reduced" and "oxidized" surfaces, were created in the same way for all of these studies. 
Our experiments show that the reduced and oxidized surfaces exhibit different 
activities to DMMP and methanol adsorption. With DMMP adsorption, methanol and 
dimethyl ether are produced on the oxidized surface; however, only dimethyl ether is 
formed on the reduced surface. Methanol molecularly adsorbs on the oxidized surface, 
but dissociates to a large extent on the reduced surface. In contrast to behavior on V2O5 
and Ti02(001), methanol does not couple to dimethyl ether and is not oxidatively 
dehydrogenated to formaldehyde on either surface. 
In contrast, we find no significant difference between the surfaces toward 
oxidative dehydration of ethanol and isopropanol. The selectivity is coverage dependent, 
which we attribute to competitive desorption of alcohol and recombinative 
dehydroxylation, which leaves alkoxy intermediates. These species decompose via P-H 
elimination and C-0 bond scission at a similar temperature on the two surfaces. 
In this chapter, we studied the surface reactions of dimethoxymethane on the 
reduced and oxidized W03(OOl) surfaces with the calibrated thermal desorption 
spectroscopy (CTDS). Dimethoxymethane (DMM), also known as methylal, is used in 
cosmetics and pharmaceuticals and has been studied intensively as an alternative to diesel 
f~~l.168-171 DMM, CH3-0CH20-CH3, can be viewed as a di-ether whose acidity should 
be higher than methanol, because of the greater polarization of the C-H bond. The pair of 
oxygens offer two Lewis base interactions compared to the single one in dimethyl ether. 
We find that dimethyl ether adsorbs and desorbs molecularly with a desorption 
temperature consistent with adsorption through the oxygen lone pair at a Lewis acid site. 
By contrast, DMM desorbs through two channels, molecular desorption and 
decomposition to yield methanol. On the oxidized surface, a single Lewis acid-base 
interaction is suggested, while on the reduced surface, a higher temperature desorption 
peak may be due to two Lewis acid-base interactions. 
5.2. Results 
5.2.1. DMM interaction with the reduced W03(OOl) surface 
Figure 5.1 shows a representative thermal desorption spectrum of DMM on the 
reduced W03(001) surface. The peaks at 400 K are assigned to the desorption of 
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Figure 5.1. A representative desorption spectrum of dimethoxymethane 
(DMM) on the reduced W03(OOl) surface. The desorption peak at 400 K is 
attributed to molecular desorption of DMM, while the peak at 690 K is 
assigned to desorption of methanol, produced fiom decomposition of DMM, 
based on their fiagrnentation patterns. 
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Figure 5.2. Coverage dependence of dimethoxymethane desorption and 
corresponding production of methanol on the reduced W03(OOl) surface. 
A) A series of DMM molecular desorption spectra (mass 45) with 
increasing coverage. Note the two overlapping desorption peaks in curves 
b and c (compare to Figure 5.4A). B) Methanol production from the 
decomposition of DMM. Spectra were offset for clarity. 
molecular DMM, based on its consistency with the gas phase fragmentation pattern of 
DMM. Masses 29,31 and 32 showed a second peak at 690 K. Since the fragmentation 
pattern of this peak is consistent with the fragmentation pattern of methan~l"~, the 690 K 
peak is attributed to desorption of methanol produced during decomposition of DMM on 
the reduced W03 surface. 
The desorption spectra of DMM and methanol, evolved from decomposition of 
DMM, on the reduced surface are presented in Figure 5.2 for different initial DMM 
surface coverages. As the surface coverage increased, the desorption temperature 
decreased as shown in Figure 5.2A, consistent with previous observations of water and 
alcohol desorption, '54~'73 which is due to the rapid surface diffusion and heterogeneity. 
For the lower coverage spectra, curves b and c, there are two peaks centered around 450 
and 540 K. With increasing surface DMM coverages, the corresponding production of 
methanol (Figure 5.2B) increased while the desorption temperature decreased slightly. 
The methanol desorption temperature is high compared to molecular desorption when 
methanol is adsorbed, implying a reaction limited process for production of methanol. 
5.2.2. DMM interaction with the oxidized W03(OOl) surface 
The thermal desorption spectrum is displayed in Figure 5.3 for DMM on the 
oxidized W03 surface. As with DMM on the reduced W03 surface, the desorption 
around 350 K is assigned to desorption of DMM molecules and the peak in the 29,31, 
and 32 arnu spectra above 700 K are assigned to desorption of methanol. A family of 
desorption spectra for desorption of DMM and the methanol produced at different 
coverages is presented in Figure 5.4. Note that the peak width is considerably narrower 
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Figure 5.3. A representative desorption spectrum of DMM on the 
oxidized W03(001) surface. The desorption peak at 350 K is attributed 
to molecular desorption of DMM; the absolute coverage of the methanol 
desorption peak above 700 K, produced from decomposition of DMM, is 
significantly reduced compared to the reduced surface (Figure 5.2B). 
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Figure 5.4. Coverage dependence of dimethoxymethane desorption 
and corresponding production of methanol on the oxidized W03(OOl) 
surface. A) A series of DMM molecular desorption spectra with 
increasing coverage, and B) the corresponding methanol production 
from the decomposition of DMM. Spectra were offset for clarity. 
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Figure 5.5. Dimethyl ether desorption spectra at the initial coverages 
indicated A) on the reduced W03(OOl) surface and B) on the oxidized 
surface. Spectra were offset for clarity. 
than on the reduced surface and consists of a single peak. The desorption temperature of 
DMM on the oxidized surface decreases with increasing surface coverage and is 80-1 00 
K lower than the lower temperature peak on the reduced surface. We typically find that 
the molecular desorption peaks are stronger for the alcohols on the reduced surface, 
resulting in a temperature shift of this magnitude. Compared to the molecular DMM 
peak, the production of methanol on the oxidized surface shown in Figure 5.4B, is 
reduced by a factor of three or four and is shifted to higher temperature. 
During the DMM thermal desorption experiments, mass fragments associated with CO, 
COz, C&, and dimethyl ether were monitored, both on the oxidized and reduced W03 
surfaces, but no significant desorption peaks were detected. On the oxidized surface, 
only a weak water desorption peak was detected below 400 K, attributed to background 
adsorption. Formaldehyde was not observed on the reduce surface but was detected 
around 300 K on the oxidized surface after a high dose, which was assigned to the 
coadsorption of contaminant formaldehyde with DMM. 
5.2.3. Dimethyl ether interaction with W03(OOl) surfaces 
The thermal desorption spectra of DME on the reduced and oxidized W03 
surfaces are presented in Figure 5.5A and 5B, respectively. The desorption temperature 
of DME decreased with increasing surface coverage on both surfaces, which we ascribe 
to the effects of surface heterogeneity and relatively rapid diffusion.lS4 On the reduced 
surface, the desorption temperature in the low coverage limit approaches 420 K, while on 
the oxidized surface, it is below 400 K. We did not observe production of methanol on 
either surface. 
5.3. Discussion 
5.3.1. Adsorption states of ethers on W03(OOl) surfaces 
Our previous study showed, using UPS, that methanol adsorbs molecularly on the 
W03 surface by interaction of the oxygen lone pair electron with a surface tungsten 
cation.154 Similarly, we expect that DMM and DME adsorb, in the molecular state, on 
the surface through the interaction of oxygen lone pair electrons with surface tungsten 
cations. The peak desorption temperatures in the zero coverage limit from the 
methan~l"~, ethanol173, isopropano1173, and ether desorption measurements are compared 
in Table 5.1. The trend appears to correlate with the molecular weight on both surfaces, 
with an approximately 100 K difference between the oxidized and reduced surfaces. 
Therefore, the desorption temperatures for DME and the lower DMM peak seem to be 
consistent with a Lewis base interaction at single exposed tungsten cation sites. We have 
compared our XPS and UPS data154 for the reduced surface with that of Dixon, et a ~ . , ~ '  in 
which their STM images show (1x1) structures in which all of the terminal oxygens are 
lost. This provides an opportunity for adsorption of DMM through the oxygen lone pairs 
on both oxygens, as suggested in Figure 5.6A. The oxygen-oxygen separation is 
approximately 2.35 A, compared to the W-W distance of 3.5-3.7 A in the bulk terminated 
(001) surface. However, the W-W distance should be about 2.6 A in crystallographic 
shear planes, as shown in Figure 5.6B. Therefore, we suggest that the higher, 550 K peak 
in Figure 5.2A may be attributed to DMM bonded to two W cation sites. 
Table 5.1. Comparison of desorption peak temperatures for alcohols and ethers 







Molecules and desorption peak temperatures 
Methanol DME Ethanol Isopropanol DMM 
Further support for molecular adsorption of DME comes from comparison with 
the reactivity of methanol on our W03 surfaces. Previous studies have shown that DME 
dissociates on the Zr02 and Ce02 surfaces to form methoxy adsorbed on the surface. 85,174 
However, our previous study showed that W03 is not active in catalyzing the coupling 
reaction between adsorbed methanol molecules to form DME, even on the reduced 
surface where methanol dissociates to form methoxy species. The methoxy species 
desorb by combining with a surface hydroxyl to form methanol. This suggests that if 
methoxy were produced during dissociative adsorption of DME, then desorption of 
methanol would be observed. The methanol was not detected on either surface, which 
also implies that DME molecularly adsorbs on the W03 surfaces. 
Figure 5.6. An adsorption state of dimethoxyrnethane (DMM) on the 
crystallographic shear (CS) plane domain. A) The adsorption of DMM 
molecule on tungsten cations through 2 oxygen lone pair Lewis acid-base 
interactions. Normal 5-fold W6+ sites with a spacing of 3.7 A would not be 
favorable for this adsorption configuration; however, the CS structure, shown 
in B), provides appropriate geometric sites with tungsten cation spacing of 
2.6 A that are more amenable for this adsorption state. 
5.3.2. Mechanism for surface reactions 
We now consider the decomposition of DMM and the production of methanol 
above 600 K. Our previous study of methanol on the W03 surfaces showed that the 
majority of methanol desorbs below 450 K on the reduced surface and below 400 K on 
the oxidized surface. However, a very weak methanol desorption peak occurs above 600 
K on both the reduced and oxidized surfaces.'54 The methanol that evolved from DMM 
decomposition and desorbed above 600 K on both surfaces would appear to be a reaction 
limited process. Although there must be associative desorption of methoxy species, 
formed in the decomposition of DMM, the desorption temperature is lower on the 
reduced surface than on the oxidized surface, which is rather unusual. In our analysis of 
the selectivity of the alcohol dehydration reactions, we concluded that diffusion and 
competition between dehydroxylation of surface hydroxyls and associative desorption of 
the alcohol was more important than the surface defect structure. An analogous process 
may be important here, since the lower temperature desorption occurs at higher coverage. 
The reduced surface dissociates DMM to a greater extent, and second order kinetics 
would then predict a lower temperature with increasing coverage. 
EFFECT OF SURFACE REDUCTION ON DECOMPOSITION OF DIMETHYL 
METHYLPHOSPHONATE ON TUNGSTEN TRIOXIDE SURFACES 
6.1. Introduction 
Considerable interest has been shown in finding effective ways to decompose and 
detect organophosphorous compounds, such as pesticides and warfare agents, for 
environmental and human safety reasons. Understanding the surface chemistry of these 
compounds in the environment is of fundamental importance for modeling their spread 
and degradati~n. '~~ Dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) is commonly accepted as a 
model compound for warfare agents in laboratory studies due to its similar structure and 
lower toxicity. The decomposition of DMMP on different metals and metal oxides has 
been widely studied. 74,76-81,176 
Early research work was done by Templeton and Weinberg 80 on the adsorption of 
DMMP on the hydroxylated aluminum oxide surface, with inelastic electron tunneling 
spectroscopy (IETS). They found that DMMP molecularly adsorbs on the surface at 200 
K, either through hydrogen bond formation between the phosphoryl oxygen and a surface 
hydroxyl group or through bonding of the phosphoryl oxygen to a surface Lewis acid 
site, ~ 1 ~ + .  As the temperature is increased above 295 K, one of the phosphorus-methoxy 
bonds (P-0CH3) breaks. Above 573 K, another methoxy group is lost. The resulting 
methylphosphate species is thought to adsorb on the surface in a tridentate form. 
White and coworkers studied the adsorption of DMMP on Pt(l1 l), silica and a- 
79,176 Fez03 surfaces using High Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy 
(HIUELS), Static Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SSIMS) and Temperature 
Programmed Desorption (TPD). Below 300 K DMMP molecularly adsorbs on the 
Pt(ll1) surface through the phosphoryl oxygen '76, while above 300 K, both PO-C and P- 
OC bonds are broken, and between 400-500 K, the P-CH3 bond breaks. PO, species 
remain on the surface to very high temperatures. On the dehydroxylated silica surface, 
DMMP does not decompose during adsorption 79. For the hydroxylated silica surface, 
less than 10% of a monolayer of DMMP decomposes. On the clean a-Fe203 surface, the 
desorption of DMMP multilayers is observed around 200 K 79 and the monolayer 
desorption of DMMP is observed at 410 K. As the temperature is increased to above 247 
K, all of the P-0CH3 and P-CH3 bonds of DMMP break. The desorption products are 
HzO, CO, C02, Hz, CH30H and HCOOH, which are observed above 500 K. 
Accumulation of phophorus on the a-Fe203 surface eventually causes the surface to be 
Mitchell and coworkers have studied the adsorption of DMMP on the aluminum 
oxide, magnesium oxide, lanthanum oxide and iron oxide surfaces using infrared 
spectroscopy 74. They found that the adsorption and decomposition mechanism is similar 
for the first three oxides. DMMP is anchored to the surface through interaction of the 
phosphoryl oxygen with a Lewis acid site, which results in a down shifted P=O 
vibrational frequency. The two methoxy groups are lost sequentially, as the temperature 
is increased. However, the P-CH3 group is still on the surface to quite high temperatures. 
As for the iron oxide surface, as the temperature increases, infrared shows that both the 
P-0CH3 and the P-CH3 bonds are broken at the same time with methoxy intermediates 
detected. 
Yates and coworkers used infrared to study the adsorption of DMMP on Ti02 
powders 76. They found that at low temperature, on the hydroxylated Ti02 surface 
DMMP adsorbs through hydrogen bonding between the phosphoryl oxygen and surface 
hydroxyl groups, which is similar to the case of DMMP adsorption on the A1203 surface. 
As the temperature increases above 21 4 K, the surface methoxy intermediate is observed. 
Around 486 K, methyl methylphosphonate (MMP) is left on the surface in a bidentate 
adsorption state. 
The decomposition of DMMP on high surface area W03 powders has been 
studied by Kim, et al. using infrared spectroscopy *', showing that decomposition occurs 
through breaking the P-0CH3 bonds with the P-CH3 group remaining on the surface to 
very high temperatures. 
While most of the studies of DMMP on metal oxide surfaces have focused on the 
decomposition intermediates, less work was conducted on surface reaction products and 
decomposition mechanisms. For sensor applications, the significance of studying the 
surface reactions lies in the fact that the conductivity change is ultimately determined by 
the amount of oxygen removed from the oxide surface and the kinetics of the rate 
limiting step. 
In catalysis, W03 is known as one of a class of compounds, including V205 and 
bismuth molybdate mixed metal oxide compounds, that are selective- or partial-oxidation 
catalysts. For example, propylene is oxidized to acrolein, rather than ~ 0 2 , ~  and 
methanol reacts via an oxidative dehydrogenation process to form formaldehyde and 
H20. Isotope labeling studies, in particular, have demonstrated clearly that the oxygen 
incorporated into the product comes from the lattice, rather than directly fiom oxygen in 
the feedstream. 177~'78 Thus, the relative ease with which oxygen can be provided to a 
reacting species leads to incorporation of oxygen; however, the lattice oxygen is much 
less reactive than surface adsorbed ionic species such as 0- and 02- which generally lead 
to complete combustion. The oxide is then reoxidized by the feedstream to complete the 
catalytic cycle. 
The ability of W03 to exchange oxygen is similar to other partial oxidation 
catalysts; however, there are some distinct structural differences. The W03 structure is 
constructed through formation of W-0-W chains in three dimensions, forming a nearly 
cubic, Re03-type structure. It can also be described in terms of corner sharing octahedra. 
Slight tilt and distortion of the octahedra give rise to different lower symmetry structures 
and several bulk phases are described.53 Pure W03 is a good insulator with a band gap of 
2.7 e ~ . ' ~ ~  The semiconducting properties of W03 are associated with oxygen vacancies 
or crystallographic shear (CS) planes 107,109,114 . Haber, et al. 140 have suggested that only 
the phases of W03-x which readily form CS structures are the ones responsible for facile 
insertion of oxygen into hydrocarbons. Furthermore, while the structure of Moo3 is 
similar, isolated oxygen vacancies are present in Moo3, but not W03. 
Our research effort has been focused on developing tungsten oxide 
semiconducting thin film based sensors for the detection of toxic organophosphorous 
71,110 compounds . However, the major challenge is the lack of selectivity, since this 
sensor not only responds to organophosphorous compounds, such as DMMP, but also 
responds to other organic compound interferents, such as methanol. Whereas selectivity 
in catalysis refers to the ability of a catalyst to convert one reactant in the feedstream to 
one product, a selective sensor should respond ideally to only one, or perhaps a limited 
class, of compounds in a mixture of gases. Since the primary information contained in 
the sensor response is a measure of reaction rates, the ability to distinguish different 
compounds depends upon differences in activation energy barriers for the rate limiting 
steps. This motivated us to investigate the decomposition and surface reaction 
mechanism of DMMP and methanol on W03 thin film surfaces. 
In this chapter, we studied the decomposition and reaction mechanisms of DMMP 
on epitaxially grown W03(OOl) thin films on a-A1203 substrates by calibrated thermal 
desorption spectroscopy (CTDS) 88 and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The 
experiments were conducted on two different surfaces, an ~ r +  sputtered and annealed 
surface and an oxidized surface, in order to study the effects of surface reduction on the 
decomposition of DMMP. XPS was used to characterize the surface by monitoring the 
W4f and valence band regions of the surfaces. The XPS W4f band and the UPS valence 
band region in this study showed similar features to that found in the studies by Dixon, et 
al. for W03(001) single crystal surfaces prepared under similar conditions and 
characterized using XPS, UPS and STM. Therefore, the surface structures can be 
characterized based on the STM studies by Dixon, et al. and Jones, et al. '33. 
The study showed that DMMP evolves from the surface via two separate routes. 
Molecular desorption occurs from majority sites at temperatures around 600-700 K. 
DMMP on more active sites decomposes to produce dimethyl ether and methanol on the 
oxidized surface, but only dimethylether was observed on the reduced surface. By 
comparison with previous studies of the adsorption and desorption of methanol and 
dimethyl ether on W03(OOl) surfaces, we propose that DMMP generates dimethyl ether 
in an intramolecular rearrangement in a single step, rather than through a stepwise 
mechanism 74181 and surface mediated coupling reaction previously suggested from 
infrared studies. Our XPS measurements are consistent with IR data 81 that show that a 
methyl phosphate-like species remain on the W03 surface. 
6.2. Results 
6.2.1. XPS characterization of the oxidized and reduced W03  surfaces 
Figure 3.1 shows the structure of monoclinic W03, and the non-polar ~(2x2)  
W03(OOl) surface, with the lattice vectors relative to the idealized, cubic Re03 structure. 
Two types of oxygen exist on the bulk terminated (001) surface, terminal oxygen and 
bridging oxygen. In the ~(2x2)  surface, half of the terminal oxygens are removed, to 
produce a stable surface. 109,114 Sputtering may preferentially remove oxygen, either in 
the terminal or bridging positions, to result in a reduced, disordered surface. Formally, 
the five-coordinate tungsten cations, with missing terminal oxygens, are in the 5+ 
oxidation state. However, annealing the surface would also be expected to produce shear 
plane structures, which also result in reduced formal cation oxidation states. At shear 
plane boundaries (see Figure 3.1C), in which an octahedron has two comer sharing and 
two edge sharing octahedra neighbors, the cations would also be in a 5+ formal oxidation 
state. Removal of the terminal oxygen from the cation at the shear plane would formally 
produce a 4+ oxidation state. 
' Figure 6.1 shows the W4f XPS spectra for the epitaxially grown W03(OOl) film 
treated in different conditions, showing that the ion sputtered or thermally treated 
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Figure 6.1. The W4f X P S  spectra for W03(001) surfaces treated under 
different conditions. Curve a. surface oxidized in 0.18 mbar O2 at 300 O C  for 3 
hrs after sputtering; curve b. surface oxidized in 0.18 mbar 0 2  at 200 O C  for 2 
hrs; curve c. surface sputtered by ~ r +  at beam energy of 500 eV and 100 pA 
for 110 secs; curve d. surface sputtered at the same ~ r +  beam conditions as for 
curve c for 240 secs. 
lower binding energy region, whose intensity depends upon the extent of surface 
treatments. 
Although the spectra can be fit 107.1 17-120 with components assigned to a range of 
initial states, w6+, w5+, w4+ and @, for several reasons discussed in Chapter 3, we 
prefer the interpretation put forward by Dixon, et aL50 This mechanism, which originates 
from many body effects, supposes that, when the electrostatic interaction between the 
photoionized core hole and an electron in the conduction band is strong enough to exceed 
the width of the conduction band, the conduction band state can be pulled down into the 
gap to form a localized state, "5 trapping the conduction electron. Two final states can be 
evolved, depending on the occupancy of the localized state; if the trap is occupied, final 
state screening results in a lower apparent binding energy (i.e. the "screened" final state) 
compared to the "unscreened" final state in the case when the trap is empty. For this 
mechanism, two final states are possible from the same initial oxidation state, and the 
relative intensity and shift are dependent upon the electron density near the Fermi 
level.l16 
Figure 6.1 curves b, c and d show W4f XPS spectra for the oxidized, reduced, and 
heavily sputtered surfaces, respectively. In Chapter 3, we have fit the spectrum of the 
oxidized surface, shown in Figure 6. lb, with two spin-orbit doublets, assigned to the do 
final state of W6C (W4f7/2 BE=35.8 eV) and the unscreened d' final state of w5+ (W4f712 
BE = 33.9 eV). The spectra c and d in Figure 6.1 were fit with three spin-orbit doublets, 
assigned to the do final state of W6+ (W4f7/2 BE=35.7 eV), the unscreened d1 final state of 
w5+ (W4f712 BE = 33.7 eV) and the screened d2 final state of w5+ (W4f7f2 BE = 3 1.8 eV). 
The results of the final state model are given in Table 3.1. Small contributions fkom the 
W 5p level were neglected.Il6 
Dixon, et a1. found that significant differences above the valence band (i.e. in 
the gap of stoichiometric W03), as measured with UPS, could be correlated with 
formation of "troughs" running across the ~(2x2)  terraces and "bright rafts" on more 
reduced surfaces, which was shown in a separate STM study to be the (1 x 1) structure of a 
W02 layer with all of the terminal oxygen removed. 50,133 Our spectra for the UPS 
valence band region and XPS W4f band were very similar to the results obtained by 
Dixon, et al. The similarity of our XPS and UPS data to that of Dixon, et al., allows us 
to associate the oxidized surface with the ~(2x2)  structure, probably containing "troughs" 
and the sputtered (and annealed) surface with regions of "bright rafts" in which all 
terminal oxygen are removed. In any case, the XPS spectra shown in Figure 6. l b  and 2c 
and UPS data similar to the corresponding data in the work of Dixon characterize the 
oxidized and reduced surfaces, respectively, used for all of the experiments in this study. 
6.2.2. DMMP decomposition on the reduced W03(OOl) surface 
Figure 6.2 shows the CTDS spectrum after DMMP was adsorbed on the reduced 
surface at 140 K. Mass 94 fkagments emerged at 580 and 200 K, while masses 45,46 
and 3 1 evolve at 350 K. Note the shoulder on the high temperature side of the mass 3 1 
peak. In a separate experiment, in which masses 124,79 and 94 were monitored 
simultaneously, we found that masses 79,94 and 124 appeared in the high temperature 
peak around 580 K, but only masses 94 and 79 appeared around 200 K and the mass 79 
peak at 200 K was very weak compared to mass 94. Comparison with the fkagmentation 
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Figure 6.2. A representative set of desorption spectra following adsorption of DMMP 
on the reduced W03(OOl) surface. DMMP molecular desorption was observed at 580 
K and desorption of DME, produced fiom decomposition of DMMP, was observed at 
350 K; the large desorption at mass 94 at 200 K is probably due to contaminant 
methyl bromide. (See text for details). 
pattern of DMMP shows that the desorption at 580 K was consistent with DMMP 
desorption, whereas the desorption at 200 K was not. 
In experiments with DMMP that was not purified in the ice-salt bath after freeze- 
pump-thaw cycles, the desorption peak at 200 K was much larger in intensity, relative to 
the peak around 600 K, both on the oxidized and reduced W03 surfaces. With the 
contaminated DMMP, desorption at 200 K was also accompanied with a strong 
desorption feature identified by mass 45 around 400 K on the reduced W03 surface 
which, if present, is dramatically reduced in the CTDS experiments with the purified 
sample shown in Figure 6.2. The desorption of phosphorous-containing species, evolved 
from DMMP decomposition at 200 K, is unlikely because previous studies of the 
adsorption of DMMP on metal and metal oxides have consistently shown that 
phosphorous-containing species are stable on the surface to very high 
temperatures. 76,78,80,81 This suggests that the desorption at 200 K is most likely due to a 
contaminant in the DMMP. However, the desorption of surface reaction products at 350 
K on the reduced surfaces, and at 340 K and 350 K on the oxidized surfaces, to be 
described below, were similar in the experiments with the contaminated and finther 
purified DMMP samples. The species responsible for desorption at 200 K has not been 
conclusively identified in our experiments, but most closely resembles the fragmentation 
pattern of CH3Br. 
The desorption peak at 350 K was identified as dimethyl ether. The major 
cracking fragments for dimethyl ether are masses 45,29,46 and 15 '72 with mass 45 
being the strongest component and mass 46 approximately 50% of the mass 45 intensity. 
All of the major fragments were detected at 350 K during our CTDS experiments for 
DMMP on the reduced surface (for simplicity, only the major peaks at mass 45 and 46 
are shown). The shoulder at mass 3 1 was found to appear accompanied with mass 75 (not 
shown) around 400 K. In CTDS experiments with the DMMP that was not purified in 
the ice-salt bath the mass 75 peak was remarkably enhanced. Therefore, we could not 
rule out the possibility that the desorption around 400 K was associated with DMMP, but 
we expect that it is most likely related to trace amounts of the contaminant that could not 
be entirely removed. During CTDS experiments, we did not detect the desorption of HZ, 
COY C02, CH20 or CH30H molecules during DMMP decomposition. 
Figures 6.3B, 6.4B and 6.5B show the P2p, Cls  and W4f XPS spectra for the 
reduced surface before and after being exposed to DMMP. The Fermi level was taken .as 
the reference for correction of the peak shifts caused by surface charging. After the 
DMMP CTDS experiments, a strong P2p peak was developed at 133 eV, as shown in 
Figure 6.3B. A very weak shoulder was observed around 285 eV in the Cls  region, as 
shown in Figure 6.4B and slight change was found in W4f XPS spectrum as shown in 
Figure 6.6B after DMMP exposures. The structure in the background of the CIS region 
is associated with loss structures in the tail of the W4d peak. 
6.2.3. DMMP decomposition on the oxidized W03(OOl) surface 
Figure 6.6A shows the CTDS spectrum of DMMP on the oxidized W03 surface 
after dosing at 140 K. Masses 94,79 and 124 appeared at 600 K. A small mass 94 peak 
appeared at 200 K, while mass 79 was negligible, suggesting that the contaminant does 
not stick as well to the oxidized surface as the reduced surface. Masses 45,46 and 29 
emerged at 340 K. As for DMMP on the reduced surface, the desorption at 600 K was 
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Figure 6.3. P2p XPS spectra before and after DMMP exposure on A) the 
oxidized WO3(0O1) surface and B) the reduced surface. Phosphorous was 
identified on both surfaces after DMMP exposure. 
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Figure 6.4. Cls XPS spectra before and after DMMP exposure on A) the 
oxidized W03(001) surface and B) the reduced surface. A Cl s peak was 
identified around 286 eV on both surfaces. 
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Figure 6.5. Comparison of W4f XPS before and after DMMP 
A) the oxidized W03(001) surface and B) the reduced surface 
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Figure 6.6. A representative set of desorption spectra following adsorption of 
DMMP on the oxidized W03(OOl) surface (A) and coverage dependence of 
DMMP desorption on the oxidized surface (B). DMMP molecular desorption was 
found at 600 K and desorption of DME and methanol, produced from 
decomposition of DMMP, was observed at 330 K and 350 K, respectively; similar 
to the reduced surface, desorption at mass 94 at 200 K is not due to DMMP. 
Spectra in (A) were offset for clarity. 
assigned to molecular DMMP desorption, the desorption at 200 K was not due to DMMP, 
and dimethyl ether desorbed at 340 K. In addition, masses 3 1 and 32 appeared at 350 K, 
very close to the desorption temperature of dimethyl ether. This desorption peak was 
ascribed to methanol desorption. Mass 3 1 is the strongest component in the methanol 
fragmentation pattern, and the molecular ion, mass 32, is about 70% of mass 3 1 in 
intensity 172. H2, CO, C02, C& and CH20, were not detected during the desorption 
experiment. 
The corresponding P2p, C 1 s, and W4f XPS spectra for the oxidized surface 
before and afier DMMP CTDS experiments are shown in Figures 6.3A, 6.4A, and 6SA, 
respectively. A very strong P2p peak was observed at 133 eV, as shown in Figure 6.3A; 
a shoulder appeared at 285.6 eV in the Cls  XPS spectrum as shown in Figure 6.4A; and 
dramatic changes were also observed in the W4f XPS spectrum with the doublet 
unresolved, as shown in Figure 6.6A. 
The binding energy of the Cls  peak in the methoxy group has been reported at 
286.8 eV 35191 and for CH, around 285 eV 179. In view of the presence of phosphorous 
and low C 1 s binding energy of 285.6 eV, we ascribed the C 1 s peak to a P-CH3 species, 
which has also been observed dn W03 powders81. Infrared studies of DMMP 
decomposition on W03 powders showed that methyl phosphonate was lefi behind up to 
very high temperatures 81. The intact P-CH3 species also remained on the surface up to 
high temperature for decomposition of DMMP on aluminum oxide 80. On the oxidized 
W03 surface, with successive exposure to DMMP and accumulation of phosphorous on 
the surface, the surface was finally poisoned so that the surface decomposition reaction 
was suppressed. 
It is necessary to point out that previous studies showed that DMMP itself 
exhibits very high thermal stability. 180-1 82 A pyrolysis experiment with N2 as the carrier 
gas indicated that destruction of DMMP happened on the stainless-steel wall to form CO, 
CH20 and C& at 1023 K in a flow reactor, and that DMMP did not decompose in a 
quartz coated r e a ~ t 0 r . I ~ ~  During CTDS experiments, the W03 surface temperature was 
far below the temperature in the pyrolysis experiment, and furthermore, CO, CH20 and 
C& were not detected. Therefore, all of the products observed are due to decomposition 
reactions of DMMP on the W03 surfaces. Further evidence is the surface structure 
dependence of the reaction products on the W03 surfaces. 
6.2.4. Reaction selectivity and activity with DMMP on the W03(OOl) surfaces 
The selectivity, or fractional distribution of products formed during the DMMP 
decomposition on W03 surfaces is displayed in Figure 6.7. We calculated the fraction of 
DMMP molecules that form each product by attributing one dimethyl ether to 2/3 of a 
DMMP molecule and production of a methanol to 113 of a DMMP molecule. The 
accufnulated DMMP uptake on the surface, calculated fiom the absolute sensitivity 
factors for methanol, dimethyl ether, and DMMP and the stoichiometric factors, is plotted 
as the horizontal axis and the fiactional distribution as the vertical axis. Figure 6.7A 
shows that on the oxidized W03 surface dimethyl ether is the dominant reaction product 
at the beginning of exposure to DMMP, however, with increasing exposure, the 
production of methanol occurs and increases as the dominant product. At approximately 
0.4 ML uptake, the surface was poisoned and the surface decomposition reaction was 
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Figure 6.7. The product distribution as a function of cumulative DMMP 
exposure. A) On the oxidized W03(001) surface and B) on the reduced surface. 
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A poisoning effect was observed on the oxidized surface; however, accumulation 
of phosphorous on the reduced surface promotes the production of DME. 
The production of dimethyl ether increases with the uptake of DMMP on the 
reduced W03 surface. Although the decomposition reaction continued through our 
experiments shown in Figure 6.7B, the experiment was only carried out up to total 
DMMP uptake of 0.04 ML, which is much lower than shown in Figure 6.7A for the 
oxidized surface. 
6.2.5. Methanol adsorption and desorption on the oxidized W03(OOl) surface 
In order to understand the mechanism of production of methanol and dimethyl 
ether fiom decomposition of DMMP on the oxidized surface, methan01"~ and dimethyl 
etherlg3 adsorption experiments were conducted on both the reduced and oxidized 
surfaces, and UPS was used to monitor the methanol adsorption state. UPS showed that 
methanol molecularly adsorbed on the oxidized surface; however, it adsorbed 
dissociatively on the reduced surface 154. During the CTDS experiments, methanol was 
the only species detected on both surfaces. We compare the methanol spectra produced 
fiom DMMP decomposition with that following adsorption of methanol in Figure 6.8. On 
the oxidized surface, methanol desorbed (after methanol adsorption) around 360 K at a 
coverage of 0.03 ML ( 1 ~ ~ = 1 0 ' ~  molecules/cm2) and the desorption temperature 
decreased with increasing coverage, as shown in Figure 6.8A. On the reduced surface, 
methanol desorbed at higher temperatures compared to desorption on the oxidized 
surface 154. 
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Figure 6.8. Comparison of methanol desorption on the oxidized 
W03(001) surface following A) methanol adsorption and B) 
decomposition of DMMP. 
A family of desorption spectra for methanol produced from DMMP 
decomposition on the oxidized surface is shown in Figure 6.8B. The methanol produced 
from DMMP desorbed at 360 K for a coverage of 0.03 ML. The desorption temperature 
during DMMP decomposition did not change with increasing production of methanol. 
By comparison, we find that the desorption temperature for methanol evolved 
from DMMP decomposition is very close to the methanol desorption temperature in 
methanol CTDS experiment at lower coverage on the oxidized W 0 3  surface. However, 
the change of desorption temperature from a coverage 0.03 ML to 0.06 ML is significant 
by over 15 K in methanol adsorption and desorption experiments. This implies that the 
production of methanol from DMMP is not desorption limited, but probably is a reaction 
controlled process. 
6.2.6. Dimethyl ether adsorption and desorption on W03(OOl) surfaces ' 
Dimethyl ether was the only species detected both on the oxidized and reduced 
surfaces during dimethyl ether CTDS experiments, shown in Figure 6.9A and Figure 
6.10A, respectively. Dimethyl ether desorbed from 390 to 590 K in a very broad 
temperature range at a surface coverage of 0.004 ML on the reduced W 0 3  surface. As 
the coverage increased, the desorption from 500 to 600 K did not change, suggesting that 
the stronger adsorption states were saturated at 0.004 ML. The desorption temperature 
decreases with increasing surface coverage as shown in Figure 6.9A. During the DMMP 
CTDS experiments on the reduced surface, the dimethyl ether generated desorbed at 350 
K for a coverage of 0.001 ML and shifted only slightly to higher temperature at lower 
coverage, as shown in Figure 6.9B. 
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Figure 6.9. Comparison of dimethyl ether desorption on the reduced 
W03(001) surface following A) dimethyl ether adsorption and B) 
decomposition of DMMP. 
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Figure 6.10. Comparison of dimethyl ether desorption on the oxidized 
W03(001) surface following A) dimethyl ether adsorption and B) 
decomposition of DMMP. 
On the oxidized W03 surface, dimethyl ether desorbed at 337 K for a coverage of 
0.03 ML with the desorption temperature decreasing with increasing surface coverage as 
shown in Figure 6.10A. The dimethyl ether evolved during DMMP decomposition 
desorbed around 340 K for a coverage of 0.009 ML as shown in Figure 6.10B. 
The surprising results are that desorption of dimethyl ether from DMMP decomposition 
occurred at lower temperature than in the dimethyl ether CTDS experiment, both on the 
reduced and oxidized W03(OOl) surfaces, but particularly dramatic on the reduced 
surface. 
6.3. Discussion 
6.3.1. Adsorption of DMMP on W 0 3  surface 
Previous studies have shown that DMMP adsorbs on metal oxide surfaces in several 
possible ways, depending upon the acid-base characteristics of the oxide surface. On 
A1203 surfaces, Templeton and weinberggo first suggested that DMMP bonds to a 
coordinatively unsaturated surface Lewis acid cation site through the phosphoryl oxygen, 
as illustrated in Figure 6.1 1A. Similar conclusions have been reached by Mitchell et ~ 1 . ~ ~  
for adsorption on aluminum, magnesium, and lanthanum oxides, by Rusu and Yates for 
the Ti02 surface 76, by Segal et al. on manganese oxides 75 and by Kim and Tripp 81 for 
W03 surfaces. Evidence for interaction of the phosphoryl oxygen of DMMP with a 
surface hydroxyl group, as illustrated in Figure 6.1 lB, has also been given by Kim and 
Tripp 81 for WO3 surfaces and by Rusu and Yates for the Ti02 surface 76. On the W03, 
Figure 6.1 1. Adsorption states for different molecules and the dependence 
of the desorption temperatures on the oxidized (To,) and reduced (Td) 
surfaces on molecular weight (MW), due to dispersion interactions. 
DMMP adsorbed on A) a Lewis acid (metal cation) site, B) a Brnrnsted acid 
site; C) adsorption of methanol, ethanol and isopropanol on Lewis acid 
sites; D) dimethyl ether adsorbed on a Lewis acid site; E) adsorption of 
dimethoxyrnethane through a single and two Lewis acid-base interactions; 
F) DMMP adsorption through two Lewis acid-base pairs and G)  
Intramolecular reaction for DMMP in adsorption state F to form DME. 
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Figure 6.12. Comparison of A) the previously proposed DMMP decomposition 
pathways with B) two DMMP pathways on W03(OOl) surfaces having a mixture of 
sites. Note that from infrared data alone, A) and B) are difficult to distinguish. 
the strong Lewis acidity of unsaturated tungsten cation sites has been identified by 
pyridine titration using infrared spectroscopy. lz9 
Molecular desorption was found in thermal desorption experiments on Si02 from 
both a multilayer state at 204K and a chemisorbed state with a broad desorption peak 
near 275 K . ~ ~  By contrast, on the a-Fez03 surface, molecular desorption was only 
observed for multilayer desorption at low temperatures (near 200 K). 79 During our 
CTDS experiments with DMMP, no multilayer adsorption state was detected but 
monolayer desorption was observed at relatively high temperatures of 600-700 K on both 
the oxidized and reduced surfaces (Figures 6.2 and 6.6). The coverage dependence of the 
desorption temperature, which shifts to lower temperature with increasing surface 
coverage (shown in the Figure 6.6B) and has a common high temperature tail, was 
similar to the behavior of methanol. 154 Monte Carlo simulations show that this behavior 
occurs when diffusion is sufficiently rapid that adsorbates can find and desorb from the 
most strongly bound sites on a heterogeneous surface. 
For comparison with the desorption temperature of DMMP on W03, we 
summarize the bonding of a series of alcohols 1549173 and ethers183 and their corresponding 
zero-coverage limit desorption temperature in Figure 6.11C and D. We find that the 
desorption temperature is approximately 100 K higher on the reduced surface than the 
oxidized surface and increases with molecular weight as would be expected from 
dispersion forces. The evidence from UPS 154 supports the binding of methanol to a 
tungsten cation via an oxygen lone pair. The lone pairs on the ether molecules, dimethyl 
ether and dimethoxy methane are available for a similar adsorption process. The 
variation of the desorption temperature with molecular weight for the entire series of 
alcohols and ethers seems consistent with the geometry shown. Given the larger 
molecular weight of DMMP compared to the alcohols and ethers, adsorption at a Lewis 
acid site through a single lone pair interaction appears consistent. We tentatively 
correlate the high temperature desorption peak to DMMP adsorbed on the ~(2x2)  terrace 
sites with adsorption through a single phosphoryl oxygen. 
We also note that dimethoxymethane has a second, more strongly bound 
molecular adsorption state on the reduced surface, which we have suggested may be 
associated with bonding through the oxygen lone pairs on both ether oxygens, as shown 
in Figure 6.1 1 E. Such an adsorption geometry requires a closer W-W distance than is 
possible in the W03 ~(2x2)  surface, but if crystallographic shear planes emerge at the 
surface, shorter 2.681 distances would be possible. A similar adsorption geometry may be 
possible for DMMP on the reduced surface, involving lone pairs on the phosphoryl 
oxygen and one of the methoxy oxygens, as suggested in Figure 6.1 IF. 
6.3.2. Decomposition mechanism of DMMP on W 0 3  surfaces 
The intermediates in the decomposition of DMMP have been studied with 
vibrational spectroscopy on a number of metal oxides, however there is very little overlap 
between the thermal desorption and vibrational spectroscopy data. In the study on A1203 
by Templeton and Weinberg, and later in the studies on A1203, MgO and ~ a ~ 0 ~ ~ ~  and 
on ~ i 0 2 : ~  the vibrational spectra have been interpreted by the mechanism shown in 
Figure 6.12A. The tacit assumption is that all molecules behave similarly and DMMP 
first loses one methoxy group, resulting in methyl methylphosphonate as the surface was 
heated to temperatures of 400-500K. At higher temperatures, loss of the second methoxy 
occurs. The -P-CH3 moiety was left on the surface to much higher temperatures. The 
suggestion is that methoxy intermediates combine with surface hydroxyls to produce 
methanol. 74 Indeed, Rusu, et al. 76 identify methoxy intermediates on the Ti02 surface, 
and Mitchell, et al. 74 observe loss of surface hydroxyls. However, we are not aware of 
any direct evidence regarding the species evolved from gas phase monitoring of the 
product distribution on the A1203, MgO, La203, or Ti02 surfaces. On the a-Fe203 
surface, Henderson et al. 79 found desorption of CO, C02, H2, methanol and formic acid 
around 600 K. 
The decomposition products, dimethyl ether and methanol on the oxidized W03 
surface and dimethyl ether on the reduced W03 surface, in our CTDS experiments 
implies loss of methoxy groups from DMMP in the 300-400 K range. However, the 
desorption of molecular DMMP at higher temperatures is not consistent with the 
mechanism of Figure 6.12A. The associative desorption of methoxy species to form 
DMMP seems unlikely, and instead we suggest that on the W03 surface there at least two 
different decomposition processes. The molecules that desorb at 600 K, which we 
suggest may be bound to a Lewis acid site via a single oxygen lone pair interaction, 
would be observed in FTIR studies, such as the one by Kim and ~ r i ~ ~ , ' '  until the 
desorption temperature is reached. Other DMMP molecules, which may be adsorbed on 
more reduced W03 surfaces, decompose to form dimethyl ether and, on the oxidized 
surface, a mixture of dimethyl ether and methanol. We propose that the decomposition of 
DMMP to produce dimethyl ether occurs essentially as an intramolecular decomposition 
reaction, rather than formation of surface methoxy intermediates that couple to produce 
dimethyl ether for several reasons. 
We first point out that the apparent "stepwise elimination" of the methoxy groups 
(Figure 6.12A) proposed for the A1203, MgO, La203, Ti02 and W03 surfaces cannot 
easily be distinguished from the alternate scheme suggested in Figure 6.12B. If roughly 
half of the molecules are adsorbed in each state, then the mixture of intact DMMP and 
methyl phosphate species remaining after the low temperature desorption is complete will 
have a similar absorption spectrum as methyl methylphosphonate. On W03 powders, the 
methoxy group absorption bands decrease in intensity by approximately half at 
temperatures above 473 K, which is consistent with both mechanisms and the 
temperature at which decomposition is complete in our CTDS data. The remaining 
intensity in the methoxy group absorption bands on the powder W03 disappeared above 
673 K, which cdrrelates well with our DMMP desorption peak, considering the 
differences in conditions of the UHV and HV systems and potential differences between 
thin film and powder materials. After the high temperature DMMP molecular desorption 
is complete, the C 1 s binding energy of the product in our work is consistent with the 
methyl phosphate species identified by Kim and ~ r i ~ ~ . ' '  
Comparison of the CTDS data of dimethyl ether desorption from the W03 
surfaces following dimethyl ether adsorption with that during DMMP decomposition 
shows that these processes are significantly different. Desorption of dimethyl ether 
during DMMP decomposition at temperatures below the temperature observed from 
dimethyl ether is surprising. Our Monte Carlo simulations suggest that difhsion is 
relatively rapid compared to desorption and so we would not expect dimethyl ether to 
desorb at lower temperatures if methoxy intermediates couple on the surface before 
desorbing. In a second order, surface mediated coupling reaction, the desorption rate 
would be limited by the statistical probability of the methoxy intermediates colliding with 
each other, whereas in an intramolecular coupling reaction, the process likely would be a 
pseudo-first order process. Notice that in the decomposition reaction, the desorption 
temperature is relatively constant, which also suggests that the relevant activation energy 
barrier is an intramolecular bond breaking process. Furthermore, our methanol study 
showed that, although methoxy intermediates were the majority species on the reduced 
surface, no coupling to dimethyl ether was observed. On the Ti02(001) surface, Kim and 
~ a r t e a u ~ '  has suggested that coupling of methoxy to dimethyl ether requires closely 
spaced metal cations, which may be a factor on the relatively open W03 surface. 
However, as we have discussed,173 the presence of hydroxyl groups may be a more 
important reason that no dimethyl ether is produced following dissociative methanol 
adsorption on the reduced W03 surface: the rate of associative desorption of molecular 
methanol is fast compared to the rate of recombinative desorption of surface hydroxyls to 
form water. 
We now turn to the role of the surface for production of dimethyl ether. In gas 
phase pyrolysis experiment in a pure N2 carrier gas, DMMP is very robust, decomposing 
only above 11 00 K when a quart tube was used in the reactor, while surface reactions led 
to decomposition at much lower temperatures when a stainless steel tube was used. lg2 
Several suggestions regarding surface reactions have been put forward. Templeton and 
Weinberg suggested that a nucleophilic lattice oxygen attacks the phosphorous atom, 
resulting in breaking the P-0CH3 bond to form a methoxy intermediate. Li and Klabunde 
78 proposed a mechanism involving the interaction between a surface methoxy group and 
an adsorbed DMMP molecule in explaining the formation of formic acid in their study of 
the decomposition of DMMP on nanoscale MgO particles. Henderson et al. 79 found that 
coadsorption of water with DMMP on the oxidized iron surface significantly enhanced 
the production of methanol during DMMP decomposition. 
We suggest that the more strongly bound DMMP molecules are adsorbed through 
more than one oxygen, as illustrated in Figure 6.1 IF. These molecules may undergo an 
intramolecular rearrangement to produce dimethyl ether, leaving one methoxy oxygen on 
the surface to form a phosphate-like species, as illustrated in Figure 6.12 G. The reduced 
surface only produces dimethyl ether, which is consistent with the ability of 
crystallographic shear plane structures in W03 to easily absorb or release oxygen during 
selective oxidation reactions. 
On the oxidized surface, we observe both methanol and dimethyl ether during 
DMMP decomposition. As we have noted, there is some background water adsorption 
due to the'high pressure (0.2 mbar) oxidation treatment of the oxidized surface. This 
suggests that hydroxyl groups are present, which leads to methanol, in addition to 
dimethyl ether. Again, the desorption temperature is below that expected for methanol 
desorption, which suggests an interaction of surface hydroxyls with the strongly bound 
DMMP molecules. 
The role of surface hydroxyl groups in formation of methanol has been identified 
in previous studies. In the' interaction of DMMP with Si02, DMMP decomposition was 
only observed on the hydrated surface, resulting in methanol production.79 On the iron 
oxide surface, coadsorption of water with DMMP significantly enhanced the production 
of methanol during decomposition of DMMP. Finally, in an infrared study of the 
decomposition of DMMP on &03, in which methanol was observed, surface hydroxyl 
groups disappeared after A1203 was exposed to DMMP at high temperature.75 
6.3.3. Reaction selectivity and influence of accumulated phosphorus 
The reaction selectivity to methanol and dimethyl ether on the oxidized surface is 
shown the Figure 6.7A. Initially, dimethyl ether was the dominant product. As the 
surface was exposed to DMMP, methanol production became large compared to the 
production of dimethyl ether. With accumulation of phosphorous, the surface reactivity 
decreased until the surface was finally poisoned. The production of methanol and 
dimethyl ether on W03 surfaces is similar to the results reported for DMMP 
decomposition on A1203 surfaces. Methanol and dimethyl ether were found to be the 
only surface reaction products during decomposition of DMMP on A1203 surfaces below 
673 K . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Furthermore, Sheinker and Mitchell 72 found that dimethyl ether was always 
produced prior to production of methanol and that as the temperature increased, the initial 
production of dimethyl ether increased. However, with the surface exposed to DMMP, 
methanol production dominates over production of dimethyl ether. On the reduced 
surface, dimethyl ether production increased with DMMP exposure. A similar effect was 
observed by Ai 82 in his study of the oxidation of methanol on P205 doped W03, in which 
production of dimethyl ether was enhanced. 
The phosphorous accumulation on the W03 surface has been exploited in our lab 
as a selective poison effect for development of an organophosphorus selective W03 based 
sensor element.33 The conditions under which poison occurs appears to be sensitive to 
the surface oxidation state, which may be related to the two different processes suggested 
in Figure 6.12. Henderson, et ~71.'~ found that the DMMP decomposition reaction on a- 
Fez03 surface could not be sustained due to the accumulation of phosphorous on the 
surface. 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1. Summary of the current research work 
Our motivation was to understand the decomposition mechanism of dimethyl 
methylphosphonate (DMMP), a simulant for chemical warfare agents and pesticides, on 
the W03 thin film surface, which is being developed for potential use as a sensor 
element. We investigated the adsorption, desorption, and surface reactions of both 
DMMP and several related compounds, including alcohols, ethers and water on 
W03(OOl) surfaces using calibrated thermal desorption spectroscopy (CTDS). The W03 
films were grown epitaxially on an a-A1203 substrate. Two surfaces were created for the 
studies: a "reduced" surface that was generated by ~ r +  sputtering and an "oxidized" 
surface that was produced by oxidizing the reduced surface in oxygen at high 
temperatures and relatively high pressure. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and 
ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) were used to characterize both surfaces by 
monitoring the W4f and valence band regions. Based on the final state model, which is 
very successful in explaining the W4f XPS spectra for NaxW03 surfaces, we concluded 
that the reduced surface contains a mixture of W61 and w5+ species. The research work 
for each adsorbate is summarized as follows: 
7.1.1. Methanol interaction with the W03(OOl) surfaces 
In this study, UPS was used to monitor the adsorption state of methanol on the 
reduced and oxidized W03(OOl) surfaces and CTDS was used to detect desorbing 
species. Monte Carlo simulations of the first order desorption with a controlled difision 
vs. desorption rate were conducted to understand the nature of the experimental 
desorption spectra. On the oxidized surface, UPS shows that methanol bonds 
molecularly to Lewis acid sites, while on the reduced surface, stronger Brransted base 
sites lead to dissociative adsorption. The coverage dependent desorption of methanol 
shows strong shifts to lower temperature, similar to behavior of water and other alcohols 
on oxide surfaces. Monte Carlo simulations allow the relative importance of difhsion 
and desorption to be assessed fiom coverage dependent spectra. Qualitatively different 
behavior is also found for the effects of a heterogeneous surface and intermolecular 
interactions, for both the cases of slow and rapid difhsion. On W03(OOl), difhsion of 
molecular methanol is relatively rapid. The structural constraints of the large tungsten- 
oxygen-tungsten cation distances appear to prevent significant hydrogen bonding 
between adsorbed methanol molecules. Thus, the coverage dependence of the desorption 
spectra is attributed to the heterogeneity of the adsorbate-surface interaction. Methanol 
was the only species detected during experiments. Formaldehyde .and dimethyl ether, 
which are produced following methanol adsorption on the TiOz(OO1) surface, were not 
observed on either the oxidized surface or the reduced surface, on which methanol 
dissociates. 
7.1.2. Aliphatic alcohol reactions on the W03(OOl) surfaces 
Reactions of alcohols on the reduced and oxidized W03(001) surfaces were 
conducted at much lower coverages than in previous studies. Alcohols were removed 
from the surfaces through two channels: i) low temperature desorption of alcohol with 
desorption spectra that indicate a broad distribution of adsorption site energies and 
difhsion rates that are sufficiently rapid for the alcohol to find and desorb from the most 
strongly bound sites; and ii) dehydration to form an alkene, which desorbs at higher 
temperature together with desorption of water. Desorption of the alkene is a reaction 
controlled process and the rate-limiting step for dehydration of ethanol, and probably for 
isopropanol, is C-0 bond scission. The reduced and oxidized W03(OOl) surfaces do not 
have significant differences in their selectivity toward dehydration of the alcohols to 
alkenes. The coverage dependence of the selectivity was attributed to the role of 
diffusion and reaction kinetics under the low coverage conditions, which contrasts with 
the defect controlled dehydration of alcohols on the Ti02(l 1 0 ) ' ~ ~  and ~ i 0 2 ( 0 0 1 ) ~ ~  
surfaces. 
7.1.3. Ether interaction with the W03(OOl) surfaces 
Adsorption and desorption of dimethyl ether @ME) and dimethoxymethane 
(DMM) were performed on the reduced and oxidized W03(OOl) surfaces with calibrated 
thermal desorption spectroscopy. DME molecularly adsorbs and desorbs on both the 
reduced and oxidized surfaces without decomposition products being detected. For 
DMM adsorption, two molecular desorption peaks were observed and a reaction 
controlled desorption of methanol, formed from decomposition of DMM, was identified. 
Based on the comparison of desorption peak temperatures of ethers and alcohols, the low 
temperature peak was attributed to DMM interacting with a single tungsten cation 
through oxygen lone pair electrons. The higher temperature peak that appears only on 
the reduced surface was assigned to DMM interacting with two tungsten cations through 
both ether oxygens, perhaps in regions associated with crystallographic shear structure 
domains. The possible role of DMM as a probe molecule in studying closely spaced 
metal cation sites, on the W03 surface and other oxides, is noted. 
7.1.4. Decomposition of DMMP on W03(OOl) surfaces 
Adsorption and decomposition of dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) on the 
reduced and oxidized W03(OOl) surfaces were conducted using calibrated thermal 
desorption spectroscopy (CTDS). Multilayer desorption of DMMP was not detected on 
either surface, while the monolayer desorption, attributed to molecularly adsorbed 
DMMP species, was observed around 600 K. The desorption temperature of 
chemisorbed DMMP appears to be consistent with the dependence on molecular weight 
of the desorption temperatures of alcohols and ethers studied on these surfaces. On the 
oxidized W03(001) surface, dimethyl ether and methanol were produced during 
decomposition of DMMP; however, on the reduced surface, only dimethyl ether was 
observed. The desorption of DMMP decomposition products shows that DMMP 
decomposed below 450 K on the W03(OOl) surfaces. 
We associate the lower temperature decomposition of DMMP to dimethyl ether to 
adsorption on more strongly bound sites, which have been identified in the study of 
dimethoxymethane adsorption on the reduced surface. These surface sites may be related 
to emergence of crystallographic shear (CS) planes at the surface, in which the spacing 
between Lewis acid sites is expected to be reduced compared to the majority 5-fold w6+ 
sites. We suggest that adsorption occurs through two Lewis acid-base interactions 
between adsorbate and adsorbent. 
Dimethyl ether and methanol, produced fiom decomposition of DMMP, desorbed 
at lower temperatures compared to the desorption temperature following adsorption of 
dimethyl ether or methanol, respectively. Given the behavior of methanol on both the 
reduced and oxidized surfaces, on which dimethyl ether was not detected, even on the 
reduced surface where methanol adsorbs dissociatively, production of dimethyl ether was 
suggested to be most likely to occur through an intramolecular coupling reaction. The 
production of methanol was determined by the availability of surface hydroxyls during 
the decomposition process. P-CH3 species are identified in XPS on both the reduced 
surface and oxidized surface after decomposition of DMMP. Accumulation of 
phosphorus resulted in poisoning of the surface reaction. The surface processes of 
DMMP on the W03(OOl) surfaces suggested in this study may be consistent with 
previous infixed observations in the study of DMMP adsorption on W03 powders ''; 
however, our mechanism differs fi-om the widely accepted decomposition mechanism on 
the A1203 surface and some other oxide surfaces. Thermal desorption studies on the 
powder materials and vibrational studies on our thin film surfaces are needed to resolve 
the difference in interpretation. 
7.2. Future work 
After the research work performed in this thesis, some work still needs to be 
conducted in order to further understand the differences of the oxidized and reduced 
surfaces in their surface reactivity. Identifying the surface states on the reduced 
W03(OOl) surface vs. oxidized surface with vibrational spectroscopy is necessary; further 
experiments are required to confirm the proposed DMMP decomposition reaction 
pathway. 
7.2.1. Identify surface tungsten states and structure on the reduced surface vs. the 
oxidized surface 
XPS shows that treatment of the W03 surface by sputtering or annealing results in 
growth of new bands on the low binding energy side in W4f spectra, depending on the 
extent of the surface treatment. Two models are proposed to interpret the complicated 
W4f spectra, as mentioned in this thesis, the initial state and final state models. The fact 
that both models behave equally well in fitting W4f spectra makes very hard identifjmg 
one fiom the other. 
It is well known that the surface physicochemical processes are closely associated 
with the surface structure, for instance the important role of oxygen vacancies in oxide 
surfaces have been recognized for surface reaction specificity and the properties of 
oxides. In order to understand the difference in the activity of the reduced surface vs. the 
oxidized surface toward dissociative adsorption of methanol and selectivity in the DMMP 
decomposition reaction, identifymg the surface species on the reduced surface vs. 
oxidized surface would be necessary and required. Auger may be a useful technique in 
identifjmg different oxidation states of tungsten species by monitoring the Auger 
parameter. 
Our surface structures for the reduced and oxidized W03 surface were tentatively 
identified based on the comparison with the observations by Dixon, et al. in their XPS, 
UPS and STM study of a single crystal W03(OOl) surface. A STM study, at atomic 
resolution, of the reduced surface and oxidized surface of W03 epitaxial films would be 
very useful in identifying the difference in the their structures. 
7.2.2. Further experiments to identify DMMP decomposition mechanism 
Previous study of adsorption of DMMP on oxide surfaces shows that 
decomposition of DMMP requires the presence of surface hydroxyl groups, such as on 
the SiOz surface. In our study, selectivity toward decomposition of DMMP to methanol 
clearly shows surface structure dependence. Compared to the oxidized surface, a 
majority of surface oxygen on the reduced surface are removed during sputtering W03, 
implying the reduction of the surface hydroxyl coverage on the reduced surface. In this 
case, the structure dependence of selectivity toward methanol for DMMP decomposition 
can be understood in terms of the availability of surface hydroxyls during the 
decomposition reaction. Coadsorption of water with DMMP on the reduced surface will 
help to verify this reaction pathway by monitoring the product distribution versus the 
adsorbed water and DMMP. HREELS experiments would be the best means of 
monitoring the surface hydroxyl coverage on the thin film. 
The coverage dependence of DMMP desorption spectra on W03 surfaces and the 
overlapping tail, as shown in Figure 6.6B, similar to desorption of methanol on these 
surfaces, implies that the desorption of DMMP can be characterized by surface 
heterogeneity and relatively rapid diffusion. Based on the relationship between 
desorption temperatures and molecular weight suggested in our studies, the adsorption 
state responsible for the DMMP molecular desorption around 600 K are not necessarily 
the highest binding energy sites. In contrast, DMMP adsorbed on the stronger binding 
energy sites may be most likely to experience decomposition to form methanol and 
dimethyl ether. An experiment with pre-adsorption of methanol might be conducted to 
block the strong binding sites before DMMP exposure due to the mobility of methanol as 
suggested in the study of methanol adsorption. Therefore, such a study may be helpfbl to 
elucidate how decomposition of DMMP is related to surface structure. By comparing the 
product distribution under the conditions with and without pre- or co-adsorption of 
methanol on the reduced surface, on which methanol dissociates, the reaction mechanism 
of decomposition of DMMP to form dimethyl ether may be clarified, since if formation 
of dimethyl ether is not an intramolecular reaction as suggested in our study, the coverage 
dependence of dimethyl ether production on a surface with adsorbed methoxy groups 
may be more like adsorption of dimethyl ether. 
Two adsorption states are proposed corresponding to desorption of molecular 
DMMP around 600 K and decomposition of DMMP at below 450 K on the W03(OOl) 
thin film surface. A STM study of adsorption of DMMP will be helpfbl in identifying the 
correlation between the sites and DMMP decomposition. 
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